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Programs are rarely implemented in a single language, and thus questions of type soundness should address

not only the semantics of a single language, but how it interacts with others. Even between type-safe languages,

disparate features can frustrate interoperability, as invariants from one language can easily be violated in

the other. In their seminal 2007 paper, Matthews and Findler [43] proposed a a multi-language construction

that augments the interoperating languages with a pair of boundaries that allow code from one language to

be embedded in the other. While this technique has been widely applied, their source-level interoperability

doesn’t reflect practical implementations, where the behavior of interaction is only defined after compilation

to a common target, and any safety must be ensured by target-level “glue code.”

In this paper, we present a novel framework for the design and verification of sound language interoperability

that follows an interoperation-after-compilation strategy. Language designers specify what data can be

converted between types of the two languages via a convertibility relation 𝜏𝐴 ∼ 𝜏𝐵 (“𝜏𝐴 is convertible to

𝜏𝐵”) and specify target-level glue code implementing the conversions. Then, by giving a semantic model of

source-language types as sets of target-language terms, we can establish not only the meaning of our source

types, but also soundness of conversions: i.e., whenever 𝜏𝐴 ∼ 𝜏𝐵 , the corresponding pair of conversions (glue

code) convert target terms that behave like 𝜏𝐴 to target terms that behave like 𝜏𝐵 , and vice versa. With this,

we can prove semantic type soundness for the entire system. We illustrate our framework via a series of case

studies and show how the approach helps designers better take advantage of efficient enforcement mechanisms

and opportunities for sound sharing that may not be obvious in a setting divorced from implementations.
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1 INTRODUCTION

All practical language implementations come with some way of interoperating with code written

in a different language, usually via a foreign-function interface (FFI). This enables development

of software systems with components written in different languages, whether to support legacy

libraries or different programming paradigms. For instance, you might have a system with a high-

performance data store written in Rust interoperating with business logic implemented in OCaml.

Sometimes, this interoperability is realized by targeting a common platform (e.g., Scala [51] and

Clojure [29] for the JVM, or SML [11] and F# [60] for .NET). Other times, it is supported by libraries

that insert boilerplate or “glue code” to mediate between the two languages (such as the binding

generator SWIG [8], C->Haskell [18], OCaml-ctypes [66], NLFFI [15], Rust’s bindgen [67], etc).

In 2007, Matthews and Findler [43] observed that while there were numerous FFIs that supported

interoperation between languages, there had been no effort to study the semantics of interoperability.

They proposed a simple and elegant system for abstractly modeling interactions between languages

𝐴 and 𝐵 by embedding the existing syntax and semantics into a multi-language 𝐴𝐵 and adding

boundaries to mediate between the two. Specifically, a boundary
𝜏𝐴AB𝜏𝐵 (·) allows a term eB of type
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𝜏𝐵 to be embedded in an 𝐴 context that expects a term of type 𝜏𝐴, and likewise for the boundary

𝜏𝐵BA𝜏𝐴 (·). Operationally, the term 𝜏𝐴AB𝜏𝐵 (eB) evaluates 𝑒𝐵 using the 𝐵-language semantics to

𝜏𝐴AB𝜏𝐵 (vB) and then a type-directed conversion takes the value vB of type 𝜏𝐵 to an𝐴-language term

of type 𝜏𝐴. There are often interesting design choices in deciding what conversions are available for

a type, if any at all. One can prove that the entire multi-language type system is sound by proving

type safety for the multi-language, which includes the typing rules of both the embedded languages

and the boundaries. This multi-language framework has inspired a significant amount of work

on interoperability: between simple and dependently typed languages [52], between languages

with unrestricted and substructural types [57, 63], between a high-level functional language and

assembly [53], and between source and target languages of compilers [2, 48, 54].

Unfortunately, while Matthews-Findler-style boundaries give an elegant, abstract model for

interoperability, they do not reflect reality. Indeed, a decade and a half later, there is little progress

on assigning semantics to real multi-language systems. In most actual implementations, the source

languages are compiled to components in a common target and glue code is inserted at the

boundaries between them. The job of the glue code is to convert between data representations

and calling conventions so that values and code coming from one language are usable in the other.

While one could approach this problem by defining source-level boundaries, building a compiler

for the multi-language, and then showing that the entire system is realized correctly, this is neither

practical nor informative. In practice, we usually have existing compiler implementations for one or

both languages and wish to add (or extend) support for interoperability. Here, language designers’

understanding of what datatypes should be convertible at the source level very much depends on

how the sources are compiled and how data is (or could be) represented in the target. Moreover,

certain conversions, even if possible, might be undesireable because the glue code needed to realize

safe interoperability imposes too much runtime overhead.

In this paper, we present a framework for the design and verification of sound language inter-

operability, where both activities are connected to the actual implementation (of compilers and

conversions). At the source, we still use Matthews-Findler-style boundaries, though the framework

should accommodate alternate syntax. Indeed, we differ in that rather than proving operational

properties of the syntactic source, we prove semantic type soundness by defining a model of source

types as sets of (or relations on) target terms. That is, the interpretation of a source type is the

set of target terms that behave as that type. Guiding the design of these type interpretations are

the compilers, which need to be compatible with the model. This kind of model, often called a

realizability model, is not a new idea — for instance, Benton and Zarfaty [13] and Benton and

Tabareau [12] used such models to prove type soundness, but their work was limited to a single

source language. By interpreting the types of two source languages as sets of terms in a common

target, we capture the representation choices made by the compilers. With this model, we can then

give meaning to a boundary
𝜏𝐵BA𝜏𝐴 (·): there is a bit of target code that, when given a target term

that is in the model of the type 𝜏𝐴, results in a target term in the model of type 𝜏𝐵 .

A realizability model is valuable not only for proving soundness, but for reasoning about the

design of interoperability. For example, we can ask if a particular type in one language is the same

as a type in the other language. This is true if the same set of target terms inhabits both types, and

in this case conversions between the types should do nothing. More generally, opportunities for

efficient conversions may only become apparent upon looking at how source types and invariants

are represented (or realized) in the target. Since interoperability is a design challenge, with tradeoffs

just like any other—performance high among them—working with the ability to understand all the

pieces is a tremendous advantage.

Of course, building realizability models can be a challenge, but it exactly reflects the challenge of

reasoning about information loss during compilation, which is necessary to prove type soundness of
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systems as implemented. To show that a system is sound, we must show that glue code converting

between source types 𝜏𝐴 and 𝜏𝐵 either does so correctly or raises an error when correct conversion

is impossible. However, this glue code does not actually operate on source data of type 𝜏𝐴 and

𝜏𝐵 , as in Matthews-Findler, but on compiled target code implementing 𝜏𝐴 and 𝜏𝐵 . If, for example,

we are compiling typed languages to an untyped target, there is a non-trivial gap between the

source and target that makes reasoning about these conversions hard. In fact, it may be difficult

to even characterize what a 𝜏𝐵 is in the target, which is a prerequisite for proving any particular

𝜏𝐴 to 𝜏𝐵 conversion is correct. For instance, it is hard to characterize an affine function type as a

set of untyped target terms, especially if we want to do so without changing the target language

(which is rarely feasible) or abandoning static for dynamic enforcement (which, while pragmatic, is

inefficient). We will show that we can characterize such functions, in §5, by pushing the reasoning

into the model — in this case, reasoning about static enforcement of affinity. Even in the case that

capturing invariants is straightforward, some conversions are particularly inefficient, and may

motivate a different design altogether
1
or even the desire to rule it out.

A Simple Example. To illustrate how compilation influences the model, and how that, in turn,

guides sound conversion, we consider a small example. Suppose we have two source languages, A
and B, and an untyped target Twith integers and if0. We define an inductive convertibility judgment

of the form 𝜏A ∼ 𝝉B to specify what types may be converted. For example, a base case might be the

rule: bool ∼ int.
Every convertibility rule requires “glue code” conversions, so for the above rule, we have con-

versions 𝐶bool↦→int and 𝐶int ↦→bool, implemented in target code. Of course, the way we implement

these depends on the compilers. Suppose if is compiled to if0, structurally recurring on subterms.

Naturally, we compile true to 0, but we may compile false to any non-zero integer (which are all

“falsy” at the target). Indeed, our model may specify the target values that inhabit bool as follows:

VJboolK = {n | n ∈ Z}. Now, if ints are compiled to target integers — and we model them as

VJintK = {n | n ∈ Z} — then the conversions between bool and int are no-ops.
As a second scenario, suppose if is instead compiled to target code that takes the “then” branch

only when the conditional value equals 0 and takes the “else” branch only when the conditional

value equals 1. Whereas before, other integers were “falsy,” now, they are nonsensical as bools.
Then we would have to model bool as follows: VJboolK = {0, 1}. For the conversions between
bool and int to be sound, converting from bool to int would still be the identity, but the reverse

must either fail if the value is not 0 or 1, or collapse any other value to either 0 or 1. Evidently,

what the conversions do depends upon how we define the type interpretations, which in turn

are constrained by how the introduction and elimination forms for each type in the source are

compiled — since otherwise, we wouldn’t be able to prove the stand-alone language sound.

Observing these constraints, the compiler writer from the second scenario may see an opportunity

to edit the compiler for if to match the first scenario, so that both conversions between bool and

int are the identity. But sometimes, legacy considerations make changes to an existing compiler

infeasible. Either way, our framework helps designers understand and account for these design and

implementation tradeoffs.

Once we have the convertibility rules, conversions, compilers, and logical relations for languages

A and B defined, we prove type soundness in the standard semantic way. First, we show that each

source typing rule for both languages entails an analogous semantic “compatibility” lemma. With

these compatibility lemmas in hand, we prove the Fundamental Property of the logical relation,

which says that the compilation of any well-typed source term is in the logical relation. Finally, we

1
The WebAssembly Interface Types proposal [26] concerns efficiently moving between representations without violating

soundness invariants. This is the sort of under-the-hood reasoning that must guide interoperability.
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show that any term in the logical relation is type safe: i.e., the term runs without getting stuck

and without raising any errors other than the specified set of “interoperability errors” (which arise

when interoperability is enforced via runtime mechanisms).

Contributions. To demonstrate the use and benefits of our framework, we present four case

studies that illustrate different kinds of challenges for interoperability. In each case, we compile to

an untyped target language.

(1) Shared-Memory Interoperability (§2): We consider how mutable references can be exchanged

between two languages and what properties must hold of stored data for aliasing to be safe.

We show that to avoid copying mutable data — without having to wrap references in guards

or chaperones [59] — convertible reference types must be inhabitated by the very same set of

target terms.

(2) Pure Polymorphism & Effects (§3): We consider how System F, a pure polymorphic language,

can interact with L
3
[4], a language that uses linear capabilities to support safe strong

updates to a mutable heap but lacks type abstraction. We demonstrate a type-level form

of interoperability that allows generics to be used in both languages without violating any

invariants of either language.

(3) Affine & Unrestricted (§4): We consider how MiniML, a standard functional language with

mutable references, can interact with Affi, an affine language. We allow affine code to be

safely embedded in unrestricted code and vice versa by using runtime checks to ensure that

affine resources are used at most once.

(4) Affine & Unrestricted, Efficiently (§5): We consider how to efficiently regulate the interactions

between MiniML and Affi from the previous case study. In particular, we revise the compiler

to eliminate all unnecessary runtime checks for code where affine use of arguments is

statically enforced and show that the entire system is still safe.

For each case study, we devise a novel realizability model. An interesting aspect of these models is

that, since the target languages are untyped, statically enforced source invariants must be captured

using either dynamic enforcement in target code or via invariants in the model. This demonstrates

that our approach is viable even when working with existing target languages without rich static

reasoning principles. For the first case study, we give a unary model (source types as sets of target

terms). But for the next three studies, all of which involve polymorphic languages, we give binary

models (source types as relations on target terms) so that we can establish parametricity as well as

type soundness.

Definitions and proofs elided from this paper are provided in our anonymous supplementary material.

2 SHARED MEMORY

Aliased mutable data is challenging to deal with no matter the context, but aliasing across languages

is especially difficult because giving a pointer to a foreign language can allow for arbitrary data to

be written to its address. The specific challenge is that if the pointer has a particular type in the

host language, then only certain data should be written to it, but the foreign language may not

respect or even know about these restrictions. One existing approach to this problem is to create

proxies, where data is guarded or converted before being read or written [19, 42, 59]. However, this

comes with significant runtime overhead. Here, our framework suggests a different approach.

Languages. In this case study, we explore this problem using two simply-typed functional source

languages with dynamically allocated mutable references, RefHL and RefLL (for “higher-level”

and “lower-level,” respectively). RefHL has boolean, sum, and product types, whereas RefLL has

arrays ([e1, . . . , en] : [𝝉]). Their syntax is given in Fig. 1 and their static semantics — which are
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RefHL Type 𝜏 ::= unit | bool | 𝜏 + 𝜏 | 𝜏 × 𝜏 | 𝜏 → 𝜏 | ref 𝜏
Expression e ::= () | true | false | x | inl e | inr e | (e, e) | fst e | snd e | if e e e

| match e x{e} y{e} | _x : 𝜏 .e | e e | ref e | !e | e := e | LeM𝜏
RefLL Type 𝝉 ::= int | [𝝉] | 𝝉 → 𝝉 | ref 𝝉

Expression e ::= n | x | [e, . . .] | e[e] | 𝝀x : 𝝉 .e | e e | e + e | if0 e e e | ref e | !e | e := e | LeM𝝉

Fig. 1 . Syntax for RefHL and RefLL.

Heap H ::= {ℓ :v, . . .} Stack S ::= v, . . . , v | Fail c Error Code c ::= Type | Idx | Conv
Program P ::= · | i, P Value v ::= n | thunk P | ℓ | [v, . . .]
Instruction i ::= push v | add | less? | if0 P P | lam x.P | call | idx | len | alloc | read | write | fail c
⟨H; S; push v, P⟩ →⟨H; S, v;P⟩ (S ≠ Fail c)
⟨H; S, n′, n; add, P⟩ →⟨H; S, (n + n

′);P⟩
⟨H; S, n′, n; less?, P⟩ →⟨H; S, 0;P⟩ (n<n

′)
⟨H; S, n′, n; less?, P⟩ →⟨H; S, 1;P⟩ (n≥n

′)
⟨H; S, 0; if0 P1 P2, P⟩ →⟨H; S;P1, P⟩
⟨H; S, n; if0 P1 P2, P⟩ →⟨H; S;P2, P⟩ (n≠0)
⟨H; S; if0 P1 P2, P⟩ →⟨H; S; fail Type⟩ (S ≠ S

′, n)
⟨H; S, v; lam x.P1, P2⟩→⟨H; S; [x ↦→v]P1, P2⟩

⟨H; S, thunk P1; call, P2⟩ →⟨H; S;P1, P2⟩
⟨H; S, [v0, . . . , vn′], n; idx, P⟩→⟨H; S, vn;P⟩ (n∈ [0, n′])
⟨H; S, [v0, . . . , vn′], n; idx, P⟩→⟨H; S; fail Idx⟩ (n∉ [0, n′])
⟨H; S, [v0, . . . , vn]; len, P⟩ →⟨H; S, (n + 1);P⟩
⟨H; S, v; alloc, P⟩ →⟨H⊎{ℓ :v}; S, ℓ ;P⟩
⟨H⊎{ℓ :v}; S, ℓ ; read, P⟩ →⟨H⊎{ℓ :v}; S, v;P⟩
⟨H⊎{ℓ :_}; S, ℓ, v;write, P⟩ →⟨H⊎{ℓ :v}; S;P⟩
⟨H; S; fail c, P⟩ →⟨H; Fail c; ·⟩

Fig. 2 . Syntax and selected operational semantics for StackLang (most fail Type cases elided).

entirely standard — may be found in the supplementary material. These two languages are compiled

(Fig. 3) into an untyped stack-based language called StackLang (inspired by [37]), whose syntax

and small-step operational semantics — a relation on configurations ⟨H; S;P⟩ comprised of a heap,

stack, and program — are given in Fig. 2. Note that for any instruction where the precondition on

the stack is not met, the configuration steps to a program with fail Type, although these reduction

rules have been elided.

Convertibility. In our source languages, we may syntactically embed a term from one language

into the other using the boundary forms LeM𝜏A and LeM𝝉B . The typing rules for boundary terms

require that the boundary types be convertible, written 𝜏A ∼ 𝝉B. Those typing rules are:

Γ; Γ ⊢ e : 𝜏A 𝝉B ∼ 𝜏A

Γ; Γ ⊢ LeM𝝉B

Γ; Γ ⊢ e : 𝝉B 𝝉B ∼ 𝜏A

Γ; Γ ⊢ LeM𝜏A : 𝜏A

We want to point out a few things about these rules. First, the convertibility judgment, which

we will explain in detail later, is a declarative, extensible judgment that describes closed types in

one language that are interconvertible with closed types in the other, allowing for the possibility

of well-defined runtime errors. By separating this judgment from the rest of the type system, the

language designer can allow additional conversions to be added later, whether by implementers

or even end-users. The second thing to note is that this presentation allows for open terms to be

converted, so we must maintain a type environment for both languages during typechecking (both

Γ and Γ), as we have to carry information from the site of binding—possibly through conversion

boundaries—to the site of variable use. A simpler system, which we have explored, would only

allow closed terms to be converted. In that case, the typing rules still use the 𝜏A ∼ 𝝉B judgment but

do not thread foreign environments.

We present, in Fig. 4, some of the convertibility rules we have defined for this case study (we

elide 𝜏1 × 𝜏2 ∼ [𝝉]), which come with target-language instruction sequences that perform the
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SWAP ≜ lam x.(lam y.push x; push y) DROP ≜ lam x.() DUP ≜ lam x.(push x, push x)
true ⇝ push 0

false ⇝ push 1

() ⇝ push 0

x ⇝ push x

inl e ⇝ e+, lam x.(push [0, x])
inr e ⇝ e+, lam x.(push [1, x])
if e e1 e2 ⇝ e+, if0 e+1 e+2
match e ⇝ e+,DUP, push 1, idx, SWAP, push 0,

x{e1} y{e2} idx, if0 (lam x.e+1 ) (lam y.e+2 )
(e1, e2) ⇝ e+1 , e

+
2 , lam x2, x1 .(push [x1, x2])

fst e ⇝ e+, push 0, idx

snd e ⇝ e+, push 1, idx

_x : 𝜏 .e ⇝ push (thunk lam x.e+)
e1 e2 ⇝ e+1 , e

+
2 , SWAP, call

ref e ⇝ e+, alloc
!e ⇝ e+, read
e1 := e2 ⇝ e+1 , e

+
2 ,write, push 0

LeM𝜏 ⇝ e+,𝐶𝝉 ↦→𝜏

n ⇝ push n

e1 + e2 ⇝ e+1 , e
+
2 , SWAP, add

x ⇝ push x

if0 e e1 e2 ⇝ e+, if0 e+1 e+2

[e1, . . . , en] ⇝ e+1 , . . . , e
+
n, lam xn, . . . , x1 .

(push [x1, . . . , xn])
e1[e2] ⇝ e+1 , e

+
2 , idx

𝝀x : 𝝉 .e ⇝ push (thunk lam x.e+)
e1 e2 ⇝ e+1 , e

+
2 , SWAP, call

ref e ⇝ e+, alloc
!e ⇝ e+, read
e1 := e2 ⇝ e+1 , e

+
2 ,write, push 0

LeM𝝉 ⇝ e+,𝐶𝜏 ↦→𝝉

Fig. 3 . Compilers for RefHL and RefLL.

conversions, written 𝐶𝜏A ↦→𝝉B . An instruction sequence 𝐶𝜏A ↦→𝝉B , while ordinary target code, when

appended to a program in the model at type 𝜏A, should result in a program in the model at type

𝝉B. Note that an implementor can write these conversions based on a general understanding of

the sets of target terms that inhabit each source type, before (or possibly, without ever) defining a

proper semantic model. They would do this based on inspection of the compiler and the target.

We can see that bool and int both compile to target integers, and importantly, that if compiles

to if0, which means that we choose to interpret false as any non-zero integer. That means that

our conversions from bool to int are identities.
For sums, we can see that we use the tags 0 and 1, and as for if, we use if0 to branch in the

compilation of match. Therefore, we can choose if the inl and inr tags should be represented by 0

and 1, or by 0 and any other integer n. Given that tags could be added later, we choose the former,

thus converting a sum to an array of integers is mostly a matter of converting the payload. In the

other direction, we have to handle the case that the array is too short, and error.

The final case, between ref bool and ref int, is the most interesting, and the reason for this case

study. Intuitively, if you exchange pointers, any value at the new type can be written, and thus

must have been compatible with the old type (as aliases could still exist). Thus, we require that

bool and int are somehow “identical” in the target.

Semantic Model. Declaring that a type bool is “identical” to int or that 𝜏 is convertible to 𝝉
and providing the conversion code is not sufficient for soundness. In order to show that these

conversions are sound, and indeed to understand which conversions are even possible, we define

a model for source types that is inhabited by target terms. Since both languages compile to the

same target, the range of their relations will be the same (i.e., composed of terms and values from

StackLang), and thus we will be able to easily and directly compare the inhabitants of two types,

one from each language.
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Cbool ↦→int,Cint ↦→bool : bool ∼ int Cref bool↦→ref int,Cref int ↦→ref bool : ref bool ∼ ref int

C𝜏1 ↦→int,Cint ↦→𝜏1 : 𝜏1 ∼ int C𝜏2 ↦→int,Cint↦→𝜏2 : 𝜏2 ∼ int

C𝜏1 + 𝜏2 ↦→[int],C[int] ↦→𝜏1 + 𝜏2 : 𝜏1 + 𝜏2 ∼ [int]

Cbool↦→int ≜ ·
Cref bool↦→ref int ≜ ·
Cint ↦→bool ≜ ·
Cref

int ↦→
ref
bool

≜ ·

C𝜏1 + 𝜏2 ↦→[int] ≜ DUP, push 1, idx, SWAP,

push 0, idx, DUP,

if0 (SWAP, C𝜏1 ↦→int)
(SWAP, C𝜏2 ↦→int),

lam xv .lam xt .push [xt, xv]

C[int] ↦→𝜏1 + 𝜏2 ≜ DUP, len, push 2, SWAP,

less?, if0 fail Conv,

DUP, push 1, idx, SWAP,

push 0, idx, DUP,

if0 (SWAP, Cint↦→𝜏1 )(
DUP, push −1, add,
if0 (SWAP, Cint ↦→𝜏2 )

(fail Conv)
)
,

lam xv .lam xt .push [xt, xv]

Fig. 4 . Conversions for RefHL and RefLL.

Our model, which is a standard step-indexed unary logical relation for a language with mutable

state (essentiall following Ahmed [5]), is presented with some parts elided in Fig. 5 (the full treatment

is in our supplementary materials). We construct an interpretation of source types as sets of atoms

of the form (W , v) where v is a target term and W is a world comprised of a step index 𝑘 and a

heap typing Ψ, which maps locations to type interpretations in𝑇𝑦𝑝 . As is standard,𝑇𝑦𝑝 defines the

set of valid type interpretations, which must be closed under world extension. A future world W
′

extends𝑊 , written𝑊 ′ ⊒𝑊 , if𝑊 ′
has a potentially lower step budget 𝑗 ≤ W .𝑘 and if all locations

in𝑊 .Ψ still have the same types (to approximation 𝑗 ).

We give value interpretations for each source type 𝜏 , written VJ𝜏K as sets of target values v

paired with worldsW that inhabit that type. Intuitively, (W , v) ∈ VJ𝜏K says that the target value v
belongs to (or behaves like a value of) type 𝜏 in world𝑊 . For example, VJunitK is inhabited by 0

in any world. A more interesting case is VJboolK, which is the set of all target integers, not just 0

and 1 (c.f., the discussion in the Section 1) in any world. An array VJ[𝝉]K is inhabited by an array

of target values vi in world𝑊 if each vi is inVJ𝝉K withW .

Functions follow the standard pattern for logical relations, appropriately adjusted for our stack-

based target language: VJ𝜏1 → 𝜏2K is inhabited by values thunk lam x.P in world𝑊 if, for any

future worldW
′
and argument v inVJ𝜏1K at that world, the result of substituting the argument into

the body ([x ↦→v]P) is in the expression relation at the result type EJ𝜏2K. Reference typesVJref 𝜏K
are inhabited by a location ℓ in world W if the current world’s heap typing W .Ψ maps ℓ to the

value relation VJ𝜏K, approximated to the step index in the world W .𝑘 .

Our expression relation EJ𝜏K defines when a program P in world W behaves as a computation

of type 𝜏 . It says that for any heap H that satisfies the current worldW , written 𝐻 : W , and any

stack S, if the machine ⟨H; S;P⟩ terminates in 𝑗 steps (where 𝑗 is less than our step budgetW .𝑘),

then either it ran to an error or there exists some value v and some future world W
′
such that the

resulting stack S
′
is the original stack with v on top, the resulting heap H

′
satisfies the future world

W
′
and v and W

′
are inVJ𝜏K.

At the bottom of Fig. 5, we show a syntactic shorthand, JΓ; Γ ⊢ e : 𝝉K, for showing that well-typed
source programs, when compiled and closed off with well-typed substitutions 𝛾 that map variables

to target values, are in the expression relation. Note GJΓK contains closing substitutions that assign
every 𝑥 : 𝜏 ∈ Γ to a v ∈ VJ𝜏K.
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With our logical relation, we can now state formal properties about our convertibility judgments.

Lemma 2.1 (Convertibility Soundness).

If 𝜏 ∼ 𝝉 , then ∀(W , 𝑃) ∈EJ𝜏K .(W , (𝑃,𝐶𝜏 ↦→𝝉 )) ∈EJ𝝉K ∧ ∀(W , 𝑃) ∈EJ𝝉K.(W , (𝑃,𝐶𝝉 ↦→𝜏 )) ∈EJ𝜏K.

Proof. We sketch the ref bool ∼ ref int case; the full proof with the rest of the cases is in

our supplementary materials. For ref bool ∼ ref int, what we need to show is that given any

expression in EJref boolK, if we apply the conversion (which does nothing), the result will be in

EJref intK. That amounts to showing that VJref boolK = VJref intK.
The value relation at a reference type says that if you look up the location ℓ in the heap typing

of the world (W .Ψ), you will get the value interpretation of the type. That means that a ref bool
must be a location ℓ that, in the model, points to the value interpretation of bool (i.e.,VJboolK).
In our model, this must be true for all future worlds, which makes sense for ML-style references.

Thus, for this proof to go through, VJboolK must be the same asVJintK, which it is. □

Once we have proved Lemma 2.1, we can prove semantic type soundness in the standard two-step

way for our entire system. First, for each source typing rule, we define a compatibility lemma that

is a semantic analog to that rule. For example, the compatibility lemma for the conversion typing

rule, shown here, requires the proof of Lemma 2.1 to go through:

JΓ; Γ ⊢ e : 𝝉K ∧ 𝜏 ∼ 𝝉 =⇒ JΓ; Γ ⊢ LeM𝜏 : 𝜏K
Once we have all compatibility lemmas we can prove the following theorems:

Theorem 2.2 (Fundamental Property).

If Γ; Γ ⊢ e : 𝝉 then JΓ; Γ ⊢ e : 𝝉K and if Γ; Γ ⊢ e : 𝜏 then JΓ; Γ ⊢ e : 𝜏K.
Theorem 2.3 (Type Safety for RefLL). If ·; · ⊢ e : 𝝉 then for any H : W , if ⟨H; ·; e+⟩ ∗→

⟨H′
; S

′
;P

′⟩, then either ⟨H′
; S

′
;P

′⟩ → ⟨H′′
; S

′′
;P

′′⟩, or P′ = · and either S
′ = Fail c for some

c ∈ OkErr or S
′ = v.

Theorem 2.4 (Type Safety for RefHL). If ·; · ⊢ e : 𝜏 then for any H : W , if ⟨H; ·; e+⟩ ∗→
⟨H′

; S
′
;P

′⟩, then either ⟨H′
; S

′
;P

′⟩ → ⟨H′′
; S

′′
;P

′′⟩, or P′ = · and either S
′ = Fail c for some

c ∈ OkErr or S
′ = v.

Discussion. To construct a ref 𝝉 location ℓ ′, from the ref 𝜏 location ℓ , there are three choices:

(1) Pass the pointer across directly, as done above.

(2) Allocate fresh ℓ ′ and then copy and convert the data from ℓ to ℓ ′. This requires mere convert-

ibility between 𝜏 ∼ 𝝉 — not that their type interpretations be identical — but is inefficient

(due to deep copies) and limits possibly desired aliasing.

(3) Rather than converting ref 𝜏 and ref 𝝉 , we can instead convert (unit → 𝜏) × (𝜏 → unit)
and (unit → 𝝉) × (𝝉 → unit) (assuming we had pairs) – i.e., read/write proxies to the refer-

ence (similar to that used in [19]). This allows aliasing, i.e., both languages reading / writing

to the same location, and will remain sound as long as the types are convertible, but again it

comes at a significant runtime cost.

While we only showed the first, as we think it best demonstrates the power of our realizability

model, our approach allows us to formalize and prove sound all three, observing the accompanying

runtime cost. Indeed, it may be that with appropriate restrictions of types (to plain flat data, arrays

of bytes, etc.), we can provide the first option as an performant but type-impoverished alternative

to the richer-typed-but-slower latter solutions.

Another question to consider is what would happen if one were to pass a pointer from a statically

type safe host language like RefHL to an unsound language like C. C allows arbitrary data to be
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𝐴𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑛 = {(W , v) | W ∈𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑙𝑑𝑛} World𝑛 = {(𝑘,Ψ) | 𝑘 < 𝑛 ∧ Ψ ⊂ HeapTy𝑘 }

HeapTy𝑛 = {ℓ ↦→ Typ𝑛, . . .} 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑛 = {𝑅 ∈ 2
𝐴𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑛 | ∀(W , v) ∈ 𝑅. ∀W ′. W ⊑ W

′ =⇒ (W ′, v) ∈ 𝑅}

VJboolK = {(W , n)}
VJunitK = {(W , 0)}

VJ𝜏1 + 𝜏2K = {(W , [0, v]) | (W , v) ∈ VJ𝜏1K}
∪ {(W , [1, v]) | (W , v) ∈ VJ𝜏2K}

VJ𝜏1 → 𝜏2K = {(W , thunk lam x.P) |
∀v,W ′ = W . (W ′, v) ∈ VJ𝜏1K
=⇒ (W ′, [x↦→v]P) ∈ EJ𝜏2K}

VJref 𝜏K = {(W , ℓ) | W .Ψ(ℓ) = ⌊VJ𝜏K⌋
W .𝑘 }

VJintK = {(W , n)}

VJ[𝝉]K = {(W , [v1, . . . , vn]) | (W , vi) ∈ VJ𝝉K}

VJ𝝉1 → 𝝉2K = {(W , thunk lam x.P) |
∀v,W ′ = W . (W ′, v) ∈ VJ𝝉1K
=⇒ (W ′, [x ↦→v]P) ∈ EJ𝝉2K}

VJref 𝝉K = {(W , ℓ) | W .Ψ(ℓ) = ⌊VJ𝝉K⌋
W .𝑘 }

EJ𝜏K = {(W , 𝑃) | ∀H:W , 𝑆 ≠ Fail _,H′, 𝑆 ′, 𝑗 < W .𝑘 . ⟨H; S; 𝑃⟩
𝑗
→ ⟨H′

; S
′
; ·⟩

=⇒ S
′ = Fail c ∧ c ∈ OkErr ∨ ∃v,W ′ ⊒𝑊 .

(
S
′ = S, v ∧ H

′
: W

′ ∧ (W ′, v) ∈ VJ𝜏K)
)
}

JΓ; Γ ⊢ e : 𝜏K ≡ ∀W 𝛾Γ 𝛾Γ .(W , 𝛾Γ) ∈ GJΓK ∧ (W , 𝛾Γ) ∈ GJΓK =⇒ (W , close(𝛾Γ, close(𝛾Γ, e+))) ∈ EJ𝜏K

JΓ; Γ ⊢ e : 𝝉K ≡ ∀W 𝛾Γ 𝛾Γ .(W , 𝛾Γ) ∈ GJΓK ∧ (W , 𝛾Γ) ∈ GJΓK =⇒ (W , close(𝛾Γ, close(𝛾Γ, e+))) ∈ EJ𝝉K

Fig. 5 . Logical relation for RefHL and RefLL.

written into pointers, so we would not generally expect the data to lie in the interpretation of

a simple host type. However, if the host language has an untyped and unstructured data type,

say, bytearray, and we send C a pointer to this type, then any data that C writes to that address

(ignoring concerns about overwriting, etc.) would be interpretable in the host language, because

bytearray includes all of the values that C can write.

3 PURE POLYMORPHISM & EFFECTS

For our second case study, we consider two languages: System F [25, 56] and core L
3
, a language

with safe strong updates despite memory aliasing, supported via linear capabilities [4]. This case

study highlights not only how a pure language can be isolated from one with effects (strong updates,

no less), but more centrally, how polymorphism/generics in one language can be used, via a form

of interoperability, from the other. Significant effort has gone into adding generics to languages

that did not originally support them, in order to more easily build certain re-usable libraries.
2

While we are not claiming that interoperability could entirely replace built-in polymorphism,

sound support for cross-language type instantiation and polymorphic libraries present a possible

alternative, especially for smaller, perhaps more special-purpose, languages. Since this approach

doesn’t add generics to the language without them, any generic code must reside in the language

with generics, though concrete instantiations can come from the other. This ends up being the

same sort of separation of concerns that one sees when writing and using ML functors, but split

across languages. For example, we could write:

mapL(𝝀x : int.x + 1)M⟨int⟩→⟨int⟩L[1, 2, 3]Mlist ⟨int⟩

where the blue language supports polymorphism, and has a generic map function, while the pink
language does not. Of course, since convertibility is still driving this, in addition to using a concrete

intlist, [1, 2, 3], as above, the language without polymorphism could convert entirely different

(non-list) concrete representations into similar polymorphic ones — i.e., implementing a sort of

2
e.g., Java 1.5/5, C# 2.0 [36] and more recently, in the Go programming language
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System F Type 𝜏 ::= 𝛼 | 𝜏 → 𝜏 | ∀𝛼.𝜏 | ⟨𝝉⟩
Expression e ::= x | _x : 𝜏 .e | Λ𝛼.e | e e | e [𝜏] | LeM𝜏

L
3

Type 𝝉 ::= unit | bool | 𝝉 ⊗ 𝝉 | 𝝉 ⊸ 𝝉 | !𝝉 | ptr 𝜻 | cap 𝜻 𝝉 | ∀𝜻 .𝝉 | ∃𝜻 .𝝉
Value v ::= 𝝀x : 𝝉 .e | () | B | (v, v) | !v | Λ𝜻 .e | ⌜𝜻, v⌝
Expression e ::= v | x | (e, e) | e e | let () = e in e | if e e e | let (x, x) = e in e

| let !x = e in e | dupl e | drop e | new e | free e | swap e e e
| e [𝜻 ] | ⌜𝜻, e⌝ | let ⌜𝜻, x⌝ = e in e | LeM𝝉 | ⟨e⟩𝝉

Foreign ::= unit | bool | ptr 𝜻 | !𝝉

Fig. 6 . Syntax for System F and L
3
.

Expressions e ::= () | Z | ℓ | x | (e, e) | fst e | snd e | inl e | inr e | if e {e} {e}
| match e x{e} y{e} | let x = e in e | _x{e} | e e | ref e | !e | e := e | fail c

Values v ::= () | Z | ℓ | (v, v) | _x.e
Error Code c ::= Type | Conv

Fig. 7 . Syntax for LCVM.

polymorphic interface at the boundary. For example, rather than an intlist (or a stringlist), in the

example above, one could start with an intarray or intbtree, or any number of other traversable

data structures that could be converted to list int (or any list 𝛼).

Languages. We present the syntax of the source languages System F and L
3
, which have been

augmented with forms for interoperability, in Fig. 6. L
3
has linear capability types cap 𝜻 𝝉 (capability

for abstract location 𝜻 storing data of type 𝝉 ), unrestricted pointer types ptr 𝜻 to support aliasing,

and location abstraction (Λ𝜻 .e : ∀𝜻 .𝝉 and ⌜𝜻, v⌝ : ∃𝜻 .𝝉 ). We compile (Fig. 8) both to an untyped

lambda calculus, Scheme-like target LCVM, with pairs, sums, and mutable references (Fig. 7). This

untyped target captures the typical challenge where the medium of interoperation supports less

static reasoning than the sources, usually sitting at a lower level of abstraction. As in the previous

case study, we have boundary terms, LeM𝜏 and LeM𝝉 , for converting a term and using it within the

other language. In this case study, we also add new types ⟨𝝉⟩, pronounced “foreign type”, and allow

conversions from 𝝉 to ⟨𝝉⟩ for opaquely embedding
3
types for use in polymorphic functions.

If a language supports polymorphism, then its type abstractions should be agnostic to the types

that instantiate them, allowing them to range over not only host types, but indeed any foreign types

as well. Doing so should not violate parametricity. However, the non-polymorphic language may

need to make restrictions on how this power can be used, so as to not to allow the polymorphic

language to violate its invariants. To make this challenge material, our non-polymorphic language

in this case study has linear resources in the form of heap capabilities that cannot, if we are to

maintain soundness, be duplicated. This means, in particular, that whatever interoperability strategy

we come up with cannot allow a linear capability from L
3
to flow over to a System F function that

duplicates it, even if such function is well-typed (and parametric) in System F.

Convertibility. We solve this in two parts. First, we have a foreign type, ⟨𝝉⟩, which embeds an L
3

type into the type grammar of System F. This foreign type, like any System F type, can be used to

instantiate type abstractions, define functions, etc, but System F has no introduction or elimination

rules for it — terms of foreign type must come across from, and then be sent back to, L
3
. These

come by way of the conversion rule ⟨𝝉⟩ ∼ 𝝉 , which allow terms of the form LeM⟨𝝉 ⟩ (to bring an L
3

3
These are like “lumps” in [43].
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x, x ⇝ x

_x : 𝜏 .e ⇝ _x.e+

e1e2 ⇝ e+1e
+
2

𝝀x : 𝝉 .e ⇝ _x.e+

e1e2 ⇝ e+1 e+2
() ⇝ ()
let () = e1 in e2 ⇝ let _ = e+1 in e+2
true ⇝ 0

false ⇝ 1

if e1 e2 e3 ⇝ if e+1 e+2 e+3
(e1, e2) ⇝ (e+1 , e+2 )
let (x1, x2) = e1 ⇝ let p = e+1 , x1 = fst p,

in e2 x2 = snd p in e+2
!v ⇝ v+

let !x = e1 in e2 ⇝ let !x = e+1 in e+2

Λ𝛼.e ⇝ __.e+

e [𝜏] ⇝ e+ ()
LeM𝜏 ⇝ C𝝉 ↦→𝜏 (e+)
drop e ⇝ let _ = e+ in ()
new e ⇝ let xℓ = ref e+ in (xℓ , (() , xℓ ))
free e ⇝ let x = e+in (fst x, ! (snd (snd x)))
swap ec ep ev ⇝ let xp = e+p, _ = e+c , x′v = !xp,

_ = (xp := e+v) in
(
() , x′

v

)
dupl e ⇝ let e = e+ in (e, e)
Λ𝜻 .e ⇝ _xZ .e+

e [𝜻 ] ⇝ e+ xZ

⌜𝜻, e⌝ ⇝ (𝑥Z , e+)
let ⌜𝜻, x⌝ = e1 ⇝ let xp = e+1 , xZ = fst xp,

in e2 x = snd xp in e+2
LeM𝝉 ⇝ C𝜏 ↦→𝝉 (e+)

Fig. 8 . Compilers for System F and L
3
.

term to System F) and LeM𝝉 (the reverse). Moreover, the conversion rule for foreign types restricts

𝝉 to a safe Foreign subset of types, but has no runtime consequences:

𝝉 ∈ Foreign

C⟨𝝉⟩ ↦→𝝉 ,C𝝉 ↦→⟨𝝉⟩ : ⟨𝝉⟩ ∼ 𝝉

C⟨𝝉⟩ ↦→𝝉 (e) ≜ e

C𝝉 ↦→⟨𝝉⟩ (e) ≜ e

Then, to prove soundness we need to show that the Foreign types are indeed safe to embed.

The soundness condition depends on the expressive power of the two languages when viewed

through the lens of polymorphism. In the case considered here, what we are required to show is

that a Foreign type is duplicable (i.e., that none of its values own linear capabilities)—this includes

unit and bool, but also ptr 𝜻 and any type of the form !𝝉 .
Consider the following example of cross-language instantiation:

(Λ𝛼._x:𝛼._y:𝛼.y) [⟨bool⟩] LtrueM⟨bool⟩ LfalseM⟨bool⟩

The leftmost expression is a polymorphic System F function that returns the second of its two

arguments. It is instantiated it with a foreign type, ⟨bool⟩. Next, two terms of type bool in L
3

are embedded via the foreign conversion, L·M⟨bool⟩ , which requires that bool ∈ Foreign. Not only

does this mechanism allow L
3
programmers to use polymorphic functions, but also System F

programmers to use new base types.

Foreign types are just one of the two interoperability mechanisms that the multi-language

provides; it also supports conversions. For example, we can define conversions between Church

booleans in System F and ordinary booleans in L
3
, with which we can write the following program:

(_x : BOOL.x)LtrueMBOOL where BOOL ≜ ∀𝛼.𝛼 → 𝛼 → 𝛼

This relies on the following convertibility judgment and conversions:

∀𝛼.𝛼 → 𝛼 → 𝛼 ∼ bool
CBOOL ↦→bool (e) ≜ e () 0 1
Cbool ↦→BOOL (e) ≜ if0 e {Λ𝛼._x:𝛼._y:𝛼.x} {Λ𝛼._x:𝛼._y:𝛼.y}
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Semantic Model. To make sense of the above, and to prove that the conversions are sound, we

build a binary logical relation, which of course has to line up with our compilers defined in Fig. 8.

We present key selections in Fig. 9, referring the reader to our supplementary materials for the full

definitions. Since both languages are terminating, our model is not step indexed, but it is binary, so

as to be able to express the relational properties from System F.
Our model is similar to that of core L

3
[4], though our relation is binary and theirs was unary. We

give a value interpretation of source typesVJ𝜏K𝜌 —which says when two heap-fragment-and-value

pairs are related — as sets of tuples (H1, v1,H2, v2) where the heap fragment H𝑖 paired with value

v𝑖 is the portion of the heap owned by that value. The relational substitution 𝜌 maps type variables

𝛼 to arbitrary type interpretations 𝑅 as is standard for System F and maps location variables 𝜻 to

concrete locations (ℓ1, ℓ2). Since System F is pure, both the expression relation EJ𝜏K𝜌 and the value

relation VJ𝜏K𝜌 have empty ∅ heap fragments for all terms. In L
3
, pointer types ptr 𝜻 do not own

locations, so they can be freely copied. Rather, linear capabilities cap 𝜻 𝝉 convey ownership of the

location ℓi that 𝜻 maps to and to the heap fragment owned by the contents of ℓi.
In the expression relation EJ𝝉K𝜌 , we run the expressions with an arbitrary disjoint “rest” of the

heap (H𝑖+) composed with the owned fragment (H𝑖 ). Then, assuming e1 terminates, we expect that

the “rest” heap is unchanged, the owned portion has been transformed into H
′
1
and H

′
1+, and that e2

terminates in an analogous configuration, where (H′
1
, v1,H

′
2
, v2) ∈ VJ𝝉K𝜌 . The final configuration

of heaps is a divergence from [4], and exists because our target language is garbage collected:

in L
3
, locations can be deallocated. Since removing them from the heap happens by the garbage

collector, operationally those locations have to go somewhere: they are not in the unchanged rest

and they are no longer owned by the term, so they go into the H
′
𝑖+ portion. Note that while both

languages are terminating, capturing that in the relation would require proving normalization as

we prove soundness, a complication we wanted to avoid, hence our relations stating the weaker

co-termination property.

Note that while our target supports dynamic failure (in the form of the fail term), our logical

relation rules out that possibility, ensuring that there are no errors from the source nor from the

conversion. This is, of course, a choice we made, which may be stronger than desired for some

languages (and, indeed, for our next two case studies), but it is a possibility and power that the

designer of the model has.

Additionally, the reader might note that while System F terms do not own locations, the expres-

sion relation is remarkably similar to that of L
3
, and indeed, this allows terms in EJ𝜏K𝜌 to allocate

and use mutable state, but by the time they reduce to values inVJ𝜏K𝜌 , the state must have been

freed, as values cannot own mutable state. This amounts to expressing a degree of extensional

purity in our System F types. In that way, the state involved in the computation is ephemeral

and harmless, as it could, for example, have been alternately encoded in a state monad. Note, of

course, that we could have defined even more flexible notions of extensional purity—where, e.g.,

System F values could own heap locations, but could not depend on their values—but this would

have complicated our logical relation, so we elected to avoid it.

At the bottom of the relation, we present syntax (Δ; Γ;∆; Γ ⊢ e1 ⪯ e2 : 𝝉 ) for expressing pairs

of well-typed source terms being in the relation: that is, given closing substitutions (for types,

locations, and terms), the compiled, closed terms are in the expression relation.

With the logical relation in hand, we can prove the convertibility soundness lemma:

Lemma 3.1 (Convertibility Soundness).

If 𝜏 ∼ 𝝉 , then ∀(W , (H1, e1), (H2, e2)) ∈ EJ𝜏K𝜌 . (W , (H1,𝐶𝜏 ↦→𝝉 (e1)), (H2,𝐶𝜏 ↦→𝝉 (e2))) ∈ EJ𝝉K𝜌
∀(W , (H1, e1), (H2, e2)) ∈ EJ𝝉K𝜌 . (W , (H1,𝐶𝝉 ↦→𝜏 (e1)), (H2,𝐶𝝉 ↦→𝜏 (e2))) ∈ EJ𝜏K𝜌

Proof. By induction on the convertibility relation. See supplementary material. □
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VJ𝛼K𝜌 = 𝜌.F(𝛼)
VJ𝜏1 → 𝜏2K𝜌 = {(∅, _x1 .e1, ∅, _x2 .e2) |

∀(∅, v1, ∅, v2) ∈ VJ𝜏1K𝜌 .
(∅, [x1 ↦→v1]e1,
∅, [x2 ↦→v2]e2) ∈ EJ𝜏2K𝜌 }

VJunitK𝜌 = {(∅, (), ∅, ())}
VJboolK𝜌 = {(∅, b, ∅, b) | b ∈ {0, 1}}
VJ𝝉1 ⊗ 𝝉2K𝜌 = {(H1

1
⊎H2

1
, (v1

1
, v2

1
),H1

2
⊎H2

2
, (v1

2
, v2

2
)) |

(H1

1
, v1

1
,H1

2
, v1

2
) ∈ VJ𝝉1K𝜌∧

(H2

1
, v2

1
,H2

2
, v2

2
) ∈ VJ𝝉2K𝜌 }

VJ!𝝉K𝜌 = {(∅, v1, ∅, v2) | (∅, v1, ∅, v2) ∈ VJ𝝉K𝜌 }
VJ𝝉1⊸𝝉2K𝜌 = {(H1, _x1 .e1,H2, _x2 .e2) |

∀(H𝑣
1
, v1,H

𝑣
2
, v2) ∈ VJ𝝉1K𝜌 .

(H1⊎H𝑣
1
, [x1 ↦→v1]e1,

H2⊎H𝑣
2
, [x2 ↦→v2]e2) ∈EJ𝝉2K𝜌 }

VJ∀𝛼.𝜏K𝜌 = {(∅, __.e1, ∅, __.e2) | ∀𝑅 ∈ 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑇 .

(∅, e1, ∅, e2) ∈ EJ𝜏K𝜌 [F(𝛼 )↦→𝑅 ] }
VJ⟨𝝉⟩K𝜌 = {(∅, v1, ∅, v2) | (∅, v1, ∅, v2) ∈ VJ𝝉K𝜌 }

VJptr 𝜻K𝜌 = {(∅, ℓ1, ∅, ℓ2) | 𝜌.L3(𝜻 ) = (ℓ1, ℓ2)}
VJcap 𝜻 𝝉K𝜌 = {(H1⊎{ℓ1 ↦→v1}, (),H2⊎{ℓ2 ↦→v2}, ()) |

𝜌.L3(𝜻 ) = (ℓ1, ℓ2) ∧
(H1, v1,H2, v2) ∈ VJ𝝉K𝜌 }

VJ∀𝜻 .𝝉K𝜌 = {(H1, _x1 .e1,H2, _x2 .e2) |
(H1, [x1 ↦→ ℓ1]e1,H2, [x2 ↦→ ℓ2]e2)
∈ EJ𝝉K𝜌 [L3(𝜻 )↦→(ℓ1,ℓ2) ] }

VJ∃𝜻 .𝝉K𝜌 = {(H1, (ℓ1, v1),H2, (ℓ2, v2) |
(H1, v1,H2, v2) ∈ VJ𝝉K𝜌 [L3(𝜻 )↦→(ℓ1,ℓ2) ] }

EJ𝜏K𝜌 = {(∅, e1, ∅, e2) | ∀v1,H1+,H1∗ .

(H1+, e1)
∗→ (H1∗, v1) ↛

=⇒ ∃H′
1+ .H1∗ = H1+ ⊎ H

′
1+ ∧

∃v2 .(∅, v1, ∅, v2) ∈ VJ𝜏K𝜌 ∧
∀H2+ .∃H′

2+ .(H2, e2)
∗→ (H2+ ⊎ H

′
2+, v2) ↛}

EJ𝝉K𝜌 = {(H1, e1,H2, e2) | ∀v1,H1+,H1∗ .

(H1 ⊎ H1+, e1)
∗→ (H1∗, v1) ↛

=⇒ ∃H′
1
,H′

1+ .H1∗ = H
′
1
⊎ H1+ ⊎ H

′
1+ ∧

∀H2+ .∃v2,H′
2
,H′

2+ .

(H2 ⊎ H2+, e2)
∗→ (H′

2
⊎ H2+ ⊎ H

′
2+, v2) ↛

∧ (H′
1
, v1,H

′
2
, v2) ∈ VJ𝝉K𝜌 }

𝛾
locs

(𝜌) ≡ {xZ ↦→ (ℓ1, ℓ2) | 𝜻 ↦→ (ℓ1, ℓ2) ∈ 𝜌}
∆; Γ;Δ; Γ ⊢ e1 ⪯ e2 : 𝜏 ≡
∀𝜌,𝛾L, 𝛾Γ .𝜌 .L3 ∈ DJ∆K ∧ 𝜌.F ∈ DJΔK ∧ (∅, ∅, 𝛾L .Γ) ∈ GJΓK𝜌 ∧ 𝛾Γ ∈ GJΓK𝜌 ∧ 𝛾L .∆ = 𝛾

locs
(𝜌.L3)

=⇒ (∅, 𝛾1L (𝛾
1

Γ (e1
+)), ∅, 𝛾2L (𝛾

2

Γ (e2
+))) ∈ EJ𝜏K𝜌

Δ; Γ;∆; Γ ⊢ e1 ⪯ e2 : 𝝉 ≡
∀𝜌,𝛾Γ, 𝛾L,H1,H2 .𝜌 .F ∈ DJΔK ∧ 𝜌.L3 ∈ DJ∆K ∧ 𝛾Γ ∈ GJΓK𝜌 ∧ (H1,H2, 𝛾L .Γ) ∈ GJΓK𝜌 ∧ 𝛾L .∆ = 𝛾

locs
(𝜌.L3)

=⇒ (H1, 𝛾
1

Γ (𝛾
1

L (e1
+)),H2, 𝛾

2

Γ (𝛾
2

L (e2
+))) ∈ EJ𝝉K𝜌

Fig. 9 . Logical Relation for System F and L
3
.

In particular, we prove that our conversions above between L
3
booleans and System F Church

booleans (described above) are sound. We also show that 𝜏1 → 𝜏2 ∼ !(!𝝉1 ⊸ 𝝉2) assuming 𝜏1 ∼ 𝝉1
and 𝜏2 ∼ 𝝉2. As before, we then prove compatibility lemmas for the all of the typing rules of the

multi-language, after which we can prove the fundamental property and type safety:

Theorem 3.2 (Fundamental Property).

If ∆; Γ;Δ; Γ ⊢ e : 𝜏 then ∆; Γ;Δ; Γ ⊢ e ⪯ e : 𝜏 and if Δ; Γ;∆; Γ ⊢ e : 𝝉 then Δ; Γ;∆; Γ ⊢ e ⪯ e : 𝝉 .

Theorem 3.3 (Type Safety for System F). If ·; ·; ·; · ⊢ e : 𝜏 , then for any heap H, if (H, e+) ∗→
(H′, e′), either there exist H′′, e′′ such that (H′, e′) → (H′′, e′′) or e′ is a value.
Theorem 3.4 (Type Safety for L

3
). If ·; ·; ·; · ⊢ e : 𝝉 , then for any heap H, if (H, e+) ∗→ (H′, e′),

either there exist H
′′, e′′ such that (H′, e′) → (H′′, e′′) or e′ is a value.

Discussion. While we showed how to handle universal types, handling existential types is another

question. With our existing “foreign type” mechanism, we can support defining data structures

and operations over them and passing both. For example, we could pass an expression of type

⟨𝑖𝑛𝑡⟩ × ⟨𝑖𝑛𝑡⟩ → ⟨𝑖𝑛𝑡⟩ × ⟨𝑖𝑛𝑡⟩ → 𝑖𝑛𝑡 , for a counter defined as an integer. That provides some

degree of abstraction, but doesn’t, for example, disallow passing the ⟨𝑖𝑛𝑡⟩ back to some other code
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1:14 Daniel Patterson, Noble Mushtak, Andrew Wagner, and Amal Ahmed

that expects that type. We could, however, in the language with existential types, pack that to

∃𝛼.𝛼 × 𝛼 → 𝛼 × 𝛼 → 𝑖𝑛𝑡 .

More interesting is the question when both languages have polymorphism. In that case, if we

wanted to convert abstract types, we would need to generalize our convertibility rules to handle

open types, i.e., Δ ⊢ 𝜏 ∼ 𝜏 ′. If the interpretation of type variables were the same in both languages

(i.e., in our model this would mean that both were drawn from the same relation), this would be

sufficient. If, however, the interpretation of type variables were different in the two languages (see,

e.g., UnrTyp in Fig. 17 for our final case study in §5), we would need, in our source type systems,

some form of bounded polymorphism in order to restrict the judgment to variables that were

equivalent. Otherwise, it would be impossible to prove convertibility rules sound.

4 AFFINE & UNRESTRICTED

In our third case study, we consider an affine language, Affi, interacting with an unrestricted one,

MiniML. In this case, unlike the previous one, the substructural features from Affi can be enforced

dynamically, which means we can allow more flexible but sound mixing than would be possible if

the types were linear. In particular, we adopt the classic technique, described in [63], where affine

resources are protected behind thunks with stateful flags that indicate failure on a second force.

Languages. We present the syntax of MiniML andAffi and the static semantics ofAffi in Fig. 10;

we elide the static semantics of MiniML, which are standard. As in the previous case studies, we

will support open terms across language boundaries, and thus need to carry environments for both

languages. However, while with System F and L
3
, the only sound option was to disallow linear re-

sources from crossing boundaries, in this case study, we can protect affine resources. That means that

our affine environments Ω need to be split, even within MiniML, to respect the affine invariant.

Rather than splitting environments from the other language, we instead adopt a generic method

for threading these types of contexts, where each judgment has an input and output context from

the foreign language. i.e., a typing rule for Affi will have the shape ℭ; Γ;Ω ⊢ e : 𝝉⇝ℭ′
, where ℭ

stands for all of the static typing environments needed by MiniML. So, ℭ = Γ;Ω and ℭ = Δ; Γ. Since
each judgment has both input and output, and we thread this through subterms, this allows not

only unrestricted judgments (which do not change the output) but substructural ones (which do

change the output), in a reasonably lightweight way.

Returning to Fig. 10, we can see that Affi maintains an affine environment, introduced by

lambda and tensor-destructuring let, that it splits across subterms, but it does not require that all

bindings be used, as we can see in the terminal rules for variables (affine a and unrestricted x), unit,
booleans, etc.

Our target language is the same untyped lambda calculus, LCVM (Fig. 7), from our previous

case study. Our compilers, presented in Fig. 11, are primarily interesting in the cases that address

affine bindings; otherwise, they do standard type erasure for polymorphic types, etc. We use a

compiler macro, thunk(·), which expands to a nullary function closing over a freshly-allocated

reference—called a flag—initialized to 1. When called, this function fails if the flag is set to 0.

Otherwise, it sets the flag to 0 and returns the macro’s argument. Throughout the paper, we will

use the constants unused and used for 1 and 0. We use thunk(·) when introducing affine bindings,

and then we compile uses of affine variable to expressions that force the thunk. Unrestricted Affi

variables x and variables from MiniML are unaffected by this strategy.

Convertibility. We define convertibility relations and conversions for Affi and MiniML in Fig. 13.

In it we define base type conversions between unit and unit, bool and int, tensors and pairs,

and between → and⊸. The last is most interesting and challenging. Our compiler is designed

to support affine code being mixed directly with unrestricted code. Intuitively, an affine function
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Affi Type 𝝉 ::= unit | bool | int | 𝝉 ⊸ 𝝉 | !𝝉 | 𝝉&𝝉 | 𝝉 ⊗ 𝝉
Expression e ::= () | true | false | n | x | a | 𝝀a : 𝝉 .e | e e | LeM𝝉 | !e

| let !x = e in e′ | ⟨e, e′⟩ | e.1 | e.2 | (e, e) | let (a, a′) = e in e′

Value v ::= () | 𝝀a : 𝝉 .e | !e | ⟨e, e′⟩ | (v, v′)
MiniML Type 𝜏 ::= unit | int | 𝜏 × 𝜏 | 𝜏 + 𝜏 | 𝜏 → 𝜏 | ∀𝛼.𝜏 | 𝛼 | ref 𝜏

Expression e ::= () | Z | x | (e, e) | fst e | snd e | inl e | inr e | match e x{e} y{e}
| _x : 𝜏 .e | e e | Λ𝛼.e | e[𝜏] | ref e | !e | e := e | LeM𝜏

a : 𝝉 ∈ Ω

ℭ; Γ;Ω ⊢ a : 𝝉⇝ℭ

x : 𝝉 ∈ Γ

ℭ; Γ;Ω ⊢ x : 𝝉⇝ℭ ℭ; Γ;Ω ⊢ n : int⇝ℭ

Γ;Ω;Δ; Γ ⊢ e : 𝜏⇝ Γ;Ω′
_ : 𝝉 ∼ 𝜏

Δ; Γ; Γ;Ω ⊢ LeM𝝉 : 𝝉⇝Δ; Γ

Ω = Ω1 ⊎ Ω2 ℭ1; Γ;Ω1 ⊢ e1 : 𝝉1 ⊸ 𝝉2⇝ℭ2 ℭ2; Γ;Ω2 ⊢ e2 : 𝝉1⇝ℭ3

ℭ1; Γ;Ω ⊢ e1 e2 : 𝝉2⇝ℭ3

ℭ; Γ; · ⊢ e : 𝝉⇝ℭ′

ℭ; Γ; · ⊢ !e : !𝝉⇝ℭ′
Ω = Ω1 ⊎ Ω2 ℭ1; Γ;Ω1 ⊢ e : !𝝉⇝ℭ2 ℭ2; Γ[x := 𝝉];Ω2 ⊢ e′ : 𝝉 ′⇝ℭ3

ℭ1; Γ;Ω ⊢ let !x = e in e′⇝ℭ3

ℭ1; Γ;Ω ⊢ e1 : 𝝉1⇝ℭ2 ℭ2; Γ;Ω ⊢ e2 : 𝝉2⇝ℭ3

ℭ1; Γ;Ω ⊢ ⟨e1, e2⟩ : 𝝉1&𝝉2⇝ℭ3

ℭ; Γ;Ω ⊢ e : 𝝉1&𝝉2⇝ℭ′

ℭ; Γ;Ω ⊢ e.1 : 𝝉1⇝ℭ′

ℭ; Γ;Ω ⊢ e : 𝝉1&𝝉2⇝ℭ′

ℭ; Γ;Ω ⊢ e.2 : 𝝉2⇝ℭ′
ℭ; Γ;Ω[a := 𝝉1] ⊢ e : 𝝉2⇝ℭ′

ℭ; Γ;Ω ⊢ 𝝀a : 𝝉1.e : 𝝉1 ⊸ 𝝉2⇝ℭ′

Ω = Ω1 ⊎ Ω2 ℭ1; Γ;Ω1 ⊢ e1 : 𝝉1⇝ℭ2 ℭ2; Γ;Ω2 ⊢ e2 : 𝝉2⇝ℭ3

ℭ1; Γ;Ω ⊢ (e1, e2) : 𝝉1 ⊗ 𝝉2⇝ℭ3

Ω = Ω1 ⊎ Ω2 ℭ1; Γ;Ω1 ⊢ e : 𝝉1 ⊗ 𝝉2⇝ℭ2 ℭ2; Γ;Ω2[a := 𝝉1, a′ := 𝝉1] ⊢ e′ : 𝝉 ′⇝ℭ3

ℭ1; Γ;Ω ⊢ let (a, a′) = e in e′ : 𝝉 ′⇝ℭ3

Fig. 10 . Syntax for MiniML; syntax & selected statics for Affi.

should be able to behave as an unrestricted one, but the other direction is harder to accomplish,

and higher-order functions mean both must be addressed at once. In order to account for this,

we convert 𝝉1 ⊸ 𝝉2 not to 𝜏1 → 𝜏2 (not even for some convertible argument/return types), but

rather to (unit → 𝜏1) → 𝜏2. That is, to a MiniML function that expects its argument to be a thunk

containing a 𝜏1 rather than a 𝜏1 directly. Provided that the thunk fails if invoked more than once,

we can ensure, dynamically, that a MiniML function with that type behaves as an Affi function

of a related type. These invariants are ensured by appropriate wrapping and use of the compiler

macro thunk(·).

Semantic Model. To reason about this system, we present our step indexed binary logical relation

in Fig. 12. Although there is some overlap with the previous case studies and prior work, the

treatment of affine resources is novel. In our worlds𝑊 s, we keep the step index, a standard heap

typing Ψ, which maintains a simple bijection between locations of the two programs (which doesn’t

support sophisticated reasoning about equivalence in the presence of “local state” [3] but suffices

for soundness), but also an affine flag store, Θ, which maintains a bijection on flags (locations)

that track whether affine variables have been used. This is a subset of the heap, disjoint from Ψ,
and restricted by the model to only contain either 0 or 1, which for convenience we write using

the constants used and unused. Our world extension relation,W ⊑ W
′
, shows that flags cannot
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() ⇝ ()
Z ⇝ Z

x ⇝ x

_x : 𝜏 .e ⇝ _x.{e+}
e1 e2 ⇝ e+1 e+2
(e1, e2) ⇝ (e+1 , e

+
2 )

fst e ⇝ fst e+

snd e ⇝ snd e+

inl e ⇝ inl e+

inr e ⇝ inr e+

match e ⇝ match e+

x{e1} y{e2} x{e+1 } y{e
+
2 }

Λ𝛼.e ⇝ __.{e+}
e[𝜏] ⇝ e+ ()
ref e ⇝ ref e+

!e ⇝ !e+

e1 := e2 ⇝ e+1 := e+2
LeM𝜏 ⇝ 𝐶𝝉 ↦→𝜏 (e+)

() ⇝ ()
n ⇝ n

true ⇝ 0

false ⇝ 1

x ⇝ x

a ⇝ a ()
𝝀a : 𝝉 .e ⇝ _a.{e+}
e1 e2 ⇝ e+1 (let x = e+2 in thunk(x))
(e1, e2) ⇝ (e+1 , e

+
2 )

e.1 ⇝ (fst e+) ()
e.2 ⇝ (snd e+) ()
⟨e1, e2⟩ ⇝ (__.{e+1 }, __.{e

+
2 })

let (a1, a2) = e1 ⇝ let x
fresh

= e+1 , x
′
fresh

= fst x
fresh

,

in e2 x
′′
fresh

= snd x
fresh

, a1 = thunk(x′
fresh

),
a2 = thunk(x′′

fresh
) in e+2

!e ⇝ e+

let !x = e1 ⇝ let x = e+1 in e+2
in e2

LeM𝝉 ⇝ 𝐶𝜏 ↦→𝝉 (e+)
thunk(e) ≜ let r

fresh
= ref unused in __.{if !r

fresh
{fail Conv} {r

fresh
:= used; e}} where used = 0 and unused = 1

Fig. 11 . Compilers for MiniML and Affi.

be removed from Θ, and once a flag is marked as used, it cannot be marked unused. With this

setup, our expression relation EJ𝜏K𝜌 is quite ordinary, as the described structure is entirely about

characterizing the heaps that programs will run in, not about how they will run. Note that EJ𝜏K𝜌
allows for the possibility of e1 raising a conversion error (fail Conv) at runtime.

Finally, while most of the cases in our value relation are standard, the affine arrow⊸ is novel.

A pair of functions _a.e1 and _a.e2 are related if, given a pair of arguments v1 and v2 related at a

future worldW
′
, we get related results inW

′
extended with a new entry in the flag storeW

′.Θ
for some fresh locations ℓ1, ℓ2. Importantly, what we substitute into the body is not v1 and v2, but

rather wrapped forms, guard(v1, ℓ1) and guard(v2, ℓ2), each of which closes over the fresh location

in the flag store and thus ensures that the argument is not used more than once. This makes sense,

since in the target, we expect affine variables to be thunks, and will force them upon use.

With the logical relation in hand, we can prove the following:

Theorem 4.1 (Convertibility Soundness).

If 𝜏 ∼ 𝝉 then ∀ (W , e1, e2) ∈ EJ𝜏K· =⇒ (W ,𝐶𝜏 ↦→𝝉 (e1),𝐶𝜏 ↦→𝝉 (e2)) ∈ EJ𝝉K·
∀ (W , e1, e2) ∈ EJ𝝉K· =⇒ (W ,𝐶𝝉 ↦→𝜏 (e1),𝐶𝝉 ↦→𝜏 (e2)) ∈ EJ𝜏K·

Theorem 4.2 (Fundamental Property).

If Γ;Ω;Δ; Γ ⊢ e : 𝜏⇝ Γ′
;Ω′

then Γ;Ω;Δ; Γ ⊢ e ⪯ e : 𝜏⇝ Γ′
;Ω′

and if Δ; Γ; Γ;Ω ⊢ e : 𝝉⇝Δ′
; Γ′

then Δ; Γ; Γ;Ω ⊢ e ⪯ e : 𝝉⇝Δ′
; Γ′.

Theorem 4.3 (Type Safety for MiniML).

For any MiniML term e where ·; ·; ·; · ⊢ e : 𝜏⇝ ·; · and for any heap H, if ⟨H, e+⟩ ∗→ ⟨H′, e′⟩, then
either e

′ = fail Conv, e
′
is a value, or there exist H

′′, e′′ such that ⟨H′, e′⟩ → ⟨H′′, e′′⟩.
Theorem 4.4 (Type Safety for Affi).
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𝐴𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑛 ≜ {(W , e1, e2) | W ∈𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑙𝑑𝑛} 𝐴𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑛 ≜ {(W , v1, v2) ∈ 𝐴𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑛} AtomVal ≜
⋃

𝑛 AtomVal𝑛

World𝑛 ≜ {(𝑘,Ψ,Θ) | 𝑘 < 𝑛 ∧ Ψ ⊂ HeapTy𝑘 ∧ dom(Ψ)#dom(Θ)}
HeapTy𝑛 ≜ {(ℓ1, ℓ2) ↦→ Typ𝑛, . . .}
𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑛 ≜ {𝑅 ∈ 2

𝐴𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑛 | ∀(W , v1, v2) ∈ 𝑅. ∀W ′. W ⊑ W
′ =⇒ (W ′, v1, v2) ∈ 𝑅}

𝑇𝑦𝑝 ≜ {𝑅 ∈ 2
𝐴𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑉𝑎𝑙 | ∀𝑘.⌊𝑅⌋𝑘 ∈ 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑘 }

Θ ≜ {(ℓ1, ℓ2) ↦→ {used, unused}, . . .} where used = 0 and unused = 1

W ⊑ W
′ ≜ W

′.𝑘 ≤ W .𝑘 ∧ ∀(ℓ1, ℓ2) ∈ dom(W .Ψ) .⌊W .Ψ(ℓ1, ℓ2)⌋W ′.𝑘 = W
′.Ψ(ℓ1, ℓ2)

∧ ∀(ℓ1, ℓ2) ∈ dom(W .Θ) .(ℓ1, ℓ2) ∈ dom(W ′.Θ) ∧ (W .Θ(ℓ1, ℓ2) = used =⇒ W
′.Θ(ℓ1, ℓ2) = used)

H1,H2 : W ≜ (∀(ℓ1, ℓ2) ↦→ 𝑅 ∈ W .Ψ. (▷W ,H1 (ℓ1),H2 (ℓ2)) ∈ 𝑅) ∧ (∀(ℓ1, ℓ2) ↦→ 𝑏 ∈ W .Θ.H1 (ℓ1) = H2 (ℓ2) = 𝑏)
VJunitK𝜌 = {(W , (), ())}
VJintK𝜌 = {(W , n, n) | n ∈ Z}
VJ𝜏1 × 𝜏2K𝜌 = {(W , (v1a, v2a), (v1b, v2b)) | (W , v1a, v1b) ∈ VJ𝜏1K𝜌 ∧ (W , v2a, v2b) ∈ VJ𝜏2K𝜌 }
VJ𝜏1 + 𝜏2K𝜌 = {(W , inl v1, inl v2) | (W , v1, v2) ∈ VJ𝜏1K𝜌 } ∪ {(W , inr v1, inr v2) | (W , v1, v2) ∈ VJ𝜏2K𝜌 }
VJ𝜏1 → 𝜏2K𝜌 = {(W , _x.{e1}, _x.{e2}) | ∀v1 v2 W ′.W < W

′ ∧ (W ′, v1, v2) ∈ VJ𝜏1K𝜌
=⇒ (W ′, [𝑥 ↦→v1]e1, [𝑥 ↦→v2]e2) ∈ EJ𝜏2K𝜌 }

VJref 𝜏K𝜌 = {(W , ℓ1, ℓ2) | W .Ψ(ℓ1, ℓ2) = ⌊VJ𝜏K𝜌 ⌋W .𝑘 }
VJ∀𝛼.𝜏K𝜌 = {(W , __.e1, __.e2) | ∀𝑅 ∈ 𝑇𝑦𝑝, W ′.W < W

′ =⇒ (W ′, e1, e2) ∈ EJ𝜏K𝜌 [𝛼 ↦→𝑅 ] }
VJ𝛼K𝜌 = 𝜌 (𝛼)
VJunitK· = {(W , (), ())}
VJboolK𝜌 = {(W , 0, 0)} ∪ {(W , n1, n2) | 𝑛1 ≠ 0 ∧ 𝑛2 ≠ 0}
VJintK· = {(W , n, n) | n ∈ Z}
VJ𝝉1 ⊸ 𝝉2K· = {(W , _ a.e1, _ a.e2) | ∀v1 v2 W ′ ℓ1 ℓ2 .

W < W
′ ∧ (W ′, v1, v2) ∈ VJ𝝉1K· ∧ (ℓ1, ℓ2) ∉ dom(W ′.Ψ) ∪ dom(W ′.Θ)

=⇒ ((W ′.𝑘,W ′.Ψ,W ′.Θ ⊎ (ℓ1, ℓ2) ↦→ unused),
[a↦→guard(v1, ℓ1)]e1, [a ↦→guard(v2, ℓ2)]e2) ∈ EJ𝝉2K·}

VJ!𝝉K· = {(W , v1, v2) | (W , v1, v2) ∈ VJ𝝉K·}
VJ𝝉1 ⊗ 𝝉2K· = {(W , (v1a, v2a), (v1b, v2b)) | (W , v1a, v1b) ∈ VJ𝝉1K· ∧ (W , v2a, v2b) ∈ VJ𝝉2K·}
VJ𝝉1&𝝉2K· = {(W , (__.{e1a}, __.{e2a}), (__.{e1b}, __.{e2b}))

| (W , e1a, e1b) ∈ EJ𝝉1K· ∧ (W , e2a, e2b) ∈ EJ𝝉2K·}
guard(𝑒, ℓ) ≜ __.{if !ℓ {fail Conv} {ℓ := used; e}}

EJ𝜏K𝜌 = {(W , e1, e2) | freevars(e1) = freevars(e2) = ∅ ∧
∀H1,H2:W , e′

1
, H′

1
, 𝑗 < W .𝑘 . ⟨H1, e1⟩

𝑗
→ ⟨H′

1
, e′

1
⟩ ↛

=⇒ e
′
1
= fail Conv ∨ (∃v2H′

2
W

′.⟨H2, e2⟩
∗→ ⟨H′

2
, v2⟩ ∧W ⊑ W

′ ∧ H
′
1
,H′

2
: W

′ ∧ (W ′, e′
1
, v2) ∈ VJ𝜏K𝜌 )}

Fig. 12 . Logical Relation for MiniML and Affi.

For any Affi term e where ·; ·; ·; · ⊢ e : 𝝉⇝ ·; · and for any heap H, if ⟨H, e+⟩ ∗→ ⟨H′, e′⟩, then we

know from the logical relation that either e
′ = fail Conv, e

′
is a value, or there exist H

′′, e′′ such that

⟨H′, e′⟩ → ⟨H′′, e′′⟩.

Examples. Using our conversions, we investigate several small examples, presented (with their

compilations) in Figure 14. Program 𝑃1 converts a MiniML function that projects the first element

of a pair of integers to Affi and applies it to (true, false), producing true successfully. By contrast,

𝑃1† tries to use the pair twice (sites of errors are highlighted ), which once converted to Affi,

is a violation of the type invariant, and thus this produces a runtime error, which we can see in

the compiled code will occur at the second invocation of x (), which contains the contents of a

thunk(·).
Program 𝑃2 defines an affine function (and immediately applies it) that binds a variable a in

Affi, then uses it (inside a closure) in MiniML, returning a pair made up of that variable and a
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𝐶unit↦→unit,𝐶unit ↦→unit : unit ∼ unit 𝐶int ↦→bool,𝐶bool ↦→int : int ∼ bool

𝐶𝝉1 ↦→𝜏1 ,𝐶𝜏1 ↦→𝝉1 : 𝝉1 ∼ 𝜏1 𝐶𝝉2 ↦→𝜏2 ,𝐶𝜏2 ↦→𝝉2 : 𝝉2 ∼ 𝜏2

𝐶𝝉1⊗𝝉2 ↦→𝜏1 × 𝜏2 ,𝐶𝜏1 × 𝜏2 ↦→𝝉1⊗𝝉2 : 𝝉1 ⊗ 𝝉2 ∼ 𝜏1 × 𝜏2

𝐶𝝉1 ↦→𝜏1 ,𝐶𝜏1 ↦→𝝉1 : 𝝉1 ∼ 𝜏1 𝐶𝜏2 ↦→𝝉2 ,𝐶𝝉2 ↦→𝜏2 : 𝝉2 ∼ 𝜏2

𝐶𝝉1⊸𝝉2 ↦→(unit → 𝜏1) → 𝜏2
,𝐶(unit → 𝜏1) → 𝜏2 ↦→𝝉1⊸𝝉2

: 𝝉1 ⊸ 𝝉2 ∼ (unit → 𝜏1) → 𝜏2

𝐶unit ↦→unit (e) ≜ 𝐶int ↦→bool (e) ≜ 𝐶unit ↦→unit (e) ≜ e 𝐶bool↦→int (e) ≜ if e 0 1

C𝝉1⊗𝝉2 ↦→𝜏1 × 𝜏2 (e) ≜ let x = e in (C𝝉1 ↦→𝜏1 (fst x),C𝝉2 ↦→𝜏2 (snd x))
C𝜏1 × 𝜏2 ↦→𝝉1⊗𝝉2 (e) ≜ let x = e in (C𝜏1 ↦→𝝉1 (fst x),C𝜏2 ↦→𝝉2 (snd x))
C𝝉1⊸𝝉2 ↦→(unit → 𝜏1) → 𝜏2

(e) ≜ let x = e in _x
thnk

.let xconv = C𝜏1 ↦→𝝉1 (xthnk ())
in let xacc = thunk(xconv) in C𝝉2 ↦→𝜏2 (x xacc)

C(unit → 𝜏1) → 𝜏2 ↦→𝝉1⊸𝝉2
(e) ≜ let x = e in _x

thnk
.let xacc = thunk(C𝝉1 ↦→𝜏1 (xthnk ())) in C𝜏2 ↦→𝝉2 (x xacc)

Fig. 13 . Convertibility for MiniML and Affi.

𝑃1 = L(_x : (unit → int × int).fst (x ()))Mbool⊗bool⊸bool (true, false)
𝑃1† = L(_x : (unit → int × int).(fst (x ()), snd ( x () )))Mbool⊗bool⊸bool⊗bool (true, false)
𝑃2 = (𝝀a : bool.L(_y : int.(LaMint, y)) 0Mbool⊗bool) true
𝑃2† = (𝝀a : bool.L(_y : int.(LaMint, L a Mint)) 0Mbool⊗bool) true

compile
∗ (𝑃1) = (_x1

thnk
.(_x.{fst (x ())}) thunk(let x2 = (x1

thnk
()) in (if (fst x2) 0 1, if (snd x

2) 0 1))
(thunk((0, 1)))

compile
∗ (𝑃1†) = (_x1

thnk
.(let x3 = (_x.{(fst (x ()), snd( x () )})

(thunk(let x2 = (x1
thnk

()) in (if (fst x2) 0 1, if (snd x
2) 0 1)))

in (fst x3, snd x
3)) (thunk((0, 1)))

compile
∗ (𝑃2) = (_a.(let x2 = ((_y.(if (a ()) 0 1, y)) 0) in (fst x2, snd x

2))) (let x1 = 0 in thunk(x1))
compile

∗ (𝑃2†) = (_a.(let x2 = ((_y.(if (a ()) 0 1, if ( a () ) 0 1)) 0) in (fst x2, snd x
2))) (let x1 = 0 in thunk(x1))

Note: compile
∗ (·) performs basic simplifications after compiling.

Fig. 14 . Examples of interoperability for MiniML and Affi, with compilations.

value from MiniML. This works fine, evaluating to (true, true). Program 𝑃2† attempts to do an

analogous thing, but uses the variable twice, which is a violation of the affine type and thus results

in a runtime failure. We can see that in the invocations of a (), which contain thunk(0).

5 AFFINE & UNRESTRICTED, EFFICIENTLY

While the model described in the previous case study allowed flexible interoperability and sound

reasoning, it came at a runtime cost: all affine bindings had to be checked on use. Indeed, an entirely

Affi program would have exactly the same runtime checks, even though the source type system

guarantees that they would all be redundant!

In order to address this, in this case study we modify the previous one, still using Affi and

MiniML but making a distinction between Affi functions (and thus bindings) that may be passed

across the boundary (so-called “dynamic” affine arrows⊸, which bind dynamic affine variables

a◦), and ones that will only ever be used within Affi (so-called “static” affine arrows�, which

bind static affine variables a•).
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Affi Type 𝝉 ::= unit | bool | int | 𝝉 ⊸ 𝝉 | 𝝉 � 𝝉 | !𝝉 | 𝝉&𝝉 | 𝝉 ⊗ 𝝉
Expression e ::= () | true | false | n | x | a◦ | a• | 𝝀aG# : 𝝉 .e | e e | LeM𝝉 | !v

| let !x = e in e′ | ⟨e, e′⟩ | e.1 | e.2 | (e, e) | let (a•, a′•) = e in e′

Value v ::= () | 𝝀aG# : 𝝉 .e | !v | ⟨e, e′⟩ | (v, v′)
Mode G# ::= ◦ | •

aG# : 𝝉 ∈ Ω

ℭ; Γ;Ω ⊢ aG# : 𝝉⇝ℭ

ℭ; Γ;Ω[a◦ := 𝝉1] ⊢ e : 𝝉2⇝ℭ′
no• (Ω)

ℭ; Γ;Ω ⊢ 𝝀a◦ : 𝝉1.e : 𝝉1 ⊸ 𝝉2⇝ℭ′
ℭ; Γ;Ω[a• := 𝝉1] ⊢ e : 𝝉2⇝ℭ′

ℭ; Γ;Ω ⊢ 𝝀a• : 𝝉1.e : 𝝉1 � 𝝉2⇝ℭ′

Ω = Ω1 ⊎ Ω2 ℭ1; Γ;Ω1 ⊢ e1 : 𝝉1—G# 𝝉2⇝ℭ2 ℭ2; Γ;Ω2 ⊢ e2 : 𝝉1⇝ℭ3

ℭ1; Γ;Ω ⊢ e1 e2 : 𝝉2⇝ℭ3

Ω = Ω1 ⊎ Ω2 ℭ1; Γ;Ω1 ⊢ e : 𝝉1 ⊗ 𝝉2⇝ℭ2 ℭ2; Γ;Ω2[a := 𝝉1, a′ := 𝝉1] ⊢ e′ : 𝝉 ′⇝ℭ3

ℭ1; Γ;Ω ⊢ let (a•, a′•) = e in e′ : 𝝉 ′⇝ℭ3

Ω = Ωe ⊎ Ω′
no• (Ωe) Δ; Γ; Γ;Ωe ⊢ e : 𝝉⇝Δ; Γ _ : 𝝉 ∼ 𝜏

Γ;Ω;Δ; Γ ⊢ LeM𝜏 : 𝜏⇝ Γ′;Ω′

Fig. 15 . Syntax and selected statics for efficient Affi, along with the new typing rule for efficient MiniML.

The intention of this language is to be the target of inference — i.e., a procedure should be able

to, starting from the points that cross the boundary, determine which functions (and their clients)

should be dynamic, and the rest can remain static. However, to simplify our presentation, we do

not show such a procedure here.

Languages. The syntax and static semantics for MiniML are nearly identical to the previous case

study, except that the typing rule for LeM𝜏 now requires that e have no free static variables. We

present syntax and selected static semantics for Affi as well as the new typing rule for MiniML in

Fig. 15 — most of the typing rules are the same as in the previous case study, so we refer the reader

to Fig. 10. We write dynamic bindings and arrows with a hollow circle ◦ and static ones with a

solid circle •.

Note that we do not allow a dynamic function to close over static resources, as it may be

duplicated if passed to MiniML, and the static resources would be unprotected. However, we do

allow a dynamic function to accept a static closure as argument. This is safe because the dynamic

guards will ensure that the closure is called at most once. Once called, any static resources in its

body will surely be used safely because the static closure typechecked.

Our compilers are quite similar to the previous case – identical for MiniML, and only different

for Affi in that we compile variables, functions, and application differently if they are static. That

compiler is in Fig. 16, where you can see, as expected, the static features do not introduce the

dynamic overhead of thunk(·)s.

Semantic Model. The most interesting part of this case study, and what we want to focus on the

rest of this section is the logical relation. While the values that can cross the language boundary

have (intentionally) not changed, the static bindings within Affi are challenging to deal with since

they are a resource that must be kept isolated from parts of the program that would be allowed to

use them more than once. To reason about this in our model, we first define an augmented target

operational semantics. This augmented semantics exists solely for the model, and any program

that runs without getting stuck under the augmented semantics has a trivial erasure to a program

that runs under the standard semantics. First, we extend our machine configurations to keep track
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thunk(e) ≜ let r
fresh

= ref 1 in __.{if !r
fresh

{fail Conv} {r
fresh

:= 0; e}}
a◦ ⇝ a◦ ()
a• ⇝ a•
𝝀a◦ : 𝝉 .e ⇝ _a◦ .{e+}
𝝀a• : 𝝉 .e ⇝ _a• .{e+}
(e1 : 𝝉1 ⊸ 𝝉2) e2 ⇝ e+1 (let x = e+2 in thunk(x))

let (a•, a′•) = e1 in e2 ⇝ let x
fresh

= e+,
a• = fst x

fresh,

a
′
• = snd x

fresh
in e′+

(e1 : 𝝉1 � 𝝉2) e2 ⇝ e1
+ e2

+

Fig. 16 . Selected cases for compiler for efficient Affi.

of phantom flags f — i.e., in addition to a heap H and term e, we have a phantom flag set Φ. Second,
the augmented semantics uses one additional term, which uses the aforementioned phantom flags

when it reduces:

Expressions e ::= . . . protect(e, f ) ⟨Φ ⊎ {f },H, protect(e, f )⟩ d ⟨Φ,H, e⟩

And finally, we modify the two rules that introduce bindings such that whenever a binding in

the syntactic category • is introduced, we create a new phantom flag (where “f fresh” means f is

disjoint from all the flags generated thus far during this execution):

f fresh

⟨Φ,H, let a• = v in e⟩d⟨Φ ⊎ {f },H, [a• ↦→protect(v, f )]e⟩
f fresh

⟨Φ,H, _a• .e v⟩d⟨Φ ⊎ {f },H, [a• ↦→protect(v, f )]e⟩

Note that we write d for a step in this augmented semantics, to distinguish it from the true

operational step→. The augmented operational semantics and the phantom flags play a similar

role in protecting affine resources to mutable reference flags in the dynamic case. However, the

critical difference is that in the augmented semantics, a protect(·)ed resource for which there is no

phantom flag will get stuck, and thus be prohibited from the logical relation by construction. This

is very different from the dynamic case, where we want — and, in fact, need — to include terms that

can fail in order to mix MiniML and Affi without imposing an affine type system on MiniML itself.

Although this particular case study was largely motivated by efficiency concerns, more broadly,

we demonstrate how one can build complex static reasoning into the model even if such reasoning

is absent from the target. Indeed, the actual target language, which source programs are compiled to

and run in, has not changed; the augmentations exist only in the model. In this way, the preservation

of source invariants is subtle: it is not that the types actually exist in the target, but rather that

the operational behavior of the target is exactly what the type interpretations characterize. Thus,

realizability models like these allow us to move more of our reasoning into the model and out of the

actual runtime that we deploy. And, from a very pragmatic angle, such models may allow one to

reason post-hoc about compilers for existing systems that were not designed with static reasoning

in mind.

We present the full logical relation, with only minor bits left to our supplementary materials, in

Fig. 17. First, we have worlds𝑊 which are composed of three parts: a step index 𝑘 , a heap typing

Ψ, and an affine store Θ. The heap typing is standard, and describes, for each pair of locations, a

relation (from 𝑇𝑦𝑝) that characterizes the types of (related) values stored at those locations. The

affine store Θ, which has locations disjoint from those in the heap typing, is novel, and modified

from the previous case study. It maps pairs of flag locations (ℓ1, ℓ2) to either used or to a pair of

static phantom flag sets Φ1 and Φ2 owned by ℓ1 and ℓ2. These capture the static phantom flags that

are protected behind the dynamic resource that the locations protect. The final invariant on worlds
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W ∈𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑙𝑑𝑛 is that the static phantom flag sets (Φ1,Φ2) stored at different dynamic reference flags

must all be disjoint.

We interpret types as sets of tuples of the form (W , (Φ1, e1), (Φ2, e2)) from 𝐴𝑡𝑜𝑚, which requires

that the phantom flag sets that are owned by the terms be disjoint from the flags that exist in the

affine store of the world, the judgment written Φ1,Φ2 : W . We define 𝑇𝑦𝑝 , the set of valid type

interpretations 𝑅 as subsets of 𝐴𝑡𝑜𝑚 that are closed under world extension. In addition to 𝑇𝑦𝑝 , we

also define 𝑈𝑛𝑟𝑇𝑦𝑝 , which are the set of relations from 𝑇𝑦𝑝 that have empty phantom flag sets –

essentially, terms that will inhabit the MiniML language cannot own static phantom flags, and thus

this definition will be used for defining the interpretation of polymorphic types.

World extension is novel, written W1 ⊑Φ1,Φ2
W2, which says that W2 is a future world of W1,

but neither world contains the flags in the phantom flag stores Φ1 and Φ2. Otherwise, we define

world extension in a standard way: the step index can decrease, heap typing can gain mappings but

cannot overwrite or remove mappings, and analogously, the affine store cannot unmark something

as used, but can change a binding from (Φ1,Φ2) to used.

With those preliminary definitions in mind, we can define the expression relation, EJ𝜏K𝜌 . It is
made up of worlds W and pairs of phantom flag stores and terms, which each flag store represents

the phantom variables owned by the expression. The expression relation then says that, given heaps

that satisfy the world and arbitrary “rest” of phantom flag stores Φ𝑟1 and Φ𝑟2 (disjoint from the

world and the owned portions), the term e1 will either: (i) run longer than the step index accounts

for (ii) fail Conv or (iii) terminate at some value e2, where the flag store Φ1 has been modified to

Φ𝑓 1 ⊎ Φ𝑔1, the heap has changed to H
′
1
, and the world has evolved to W

′
. At that future world, we

know that the other side will have similarly run to a value with modified heap, flag stores, and we

know that the resulting values, along with Φ𝑓 1 and Φ𝑓 2, will be in the value relationVJ𝜏K𝜌 . The
phantom flag stores Φ𝑔𝑖 are “garbage” that are no longer needed, and the “rest” is left alone. Note

that, over the course of running, some phantom flags may have moved into the world, which has

changed, but cannot have used what was in the rest.

Our value relation cases, are now mostly standard, so we will focus only on the interesting

cases: ⊸ and �. VJ𝝉1 ⊸ 𝝉2K· is defined to take arbitrary arguments from VJ𝝉1K·, which may

own static phantom flags in Φ1 and Φ2, and add both new locations ℓ1, ℓ2 that will be used in the

thunk that prevent multiple uses, but also store the phantom flags in the affine store. The idea is

that a function 𝝀a◦ : _.e can be applied to an expression that closes over static phantom flags, like

let (b•, c•) = (1, 2) in 𝝀a•.b• – the latter will have phantom flags for both b• and c•. The bodies
are then run with the argument substituted with guarded expressions. Now, consider what happens

when the variable is used: the guard(·) wrapper will update the location to used, which means that,

in the world the phantom flags that were put there are no longer coming out in flags(W ). That
means, for the reduction to be well-formed, they have to move somewhere else – either back to

being owned by the term (in Φ𝑓 𝑖 ) or in the discarded “garbage” Φ𝑔𝑖 . Once the phantom flag set has

been moved back out of the world, the flags can be used by protect(·) expressions, as they are no

longer subject to the restrictions, in the definition of world extension, that phantom flag sets stored

at locations are immutable (can only be changed when they are removed because the locations are

set to used).

The static function, VJ𝝉1 � 𝝉2K·, has a similar flavor, but it may itself own static phantom flags.

That means that the phantom flag sets for the arguments must be disjoint, and when we run the

bodies, we combine the two sets along with a fresh pair of phantom flags f1, f2 for the argument,

which are then put inside the protect(·) expressions.
With the logical relation in hand, we can prove the following:
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𝐴𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑛 = {(W , (Φ1, e1), (Φ2, e2)) | W ∈𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑙𝑑𝑛 ∧ Φ1,Φ2 : W } Φ1,Φ2 : W ≜ ∀𝑖 ∈ {1, 2}.Φ𝑖#flags(W , 𝑖)
𝐴𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑛 = {(W , (Φ1, v1), (Φ2, v2)) ∈ 𝐴𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑛} AtomVal =

⋃
𝑛 AtomVal𝑛

World𝑛 = {(𝑘,Ψ,Θ) | 𝑘 < 𝑛 ∧ Ψ ⊂ HeapTy𝑘 ∧ dom(Ψ)#dom(Θ)
∧ (∀(ℓ1, ℓ2) ↦→ (Φ1,Φ2), (ℓ ′

1
, ℓ ′
2
) ↦→ (Φ′

1
,Φ′

2
) ∈ Θ.(ℓ1, ℓ2) ≠ (ℓ ′

1
, ℓ ′
2
) =⇒ Φ1 ∩ Φ′

1
= Φ2 ∩ Φ′

2
= ∅)}}

Θ = {(ℓ1, ℓ2) ↦→ used} ∪ {(ℓ1, ℓ2) ↦→ (Φ1,Φ2)} Φ = {f } flags(W , 𝑖) = ⋃
(ℓ1,ℓ2) ↦→(Φ1,Φ2) ∈W .Θ Φ𝑖

𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑛 = {𝑅 ∈ 2
𝐴𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑛 | ∀(W , (Φ1, v1), (Φ2, v2)) ∈ 𝑅. ∀W ′. W ⊑Φ1,Φ2

W
′ =⇒ (W ′, (Φ1, v1), (Φ2, v2)) ∈ 𝑅}

𝑇𝑦𝑝 = {𝑅 ∈ 2
𝐴𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑉𝑎𝑙 | ∀𝑘.⌊𝑅⌋𝑘 ∈ 𝑇𝑦𝑝𝑘 } UnrTyp = {𝑅 ∈ 𝑇𝑦𝑝 | ∀(W , (Φ1, v1), (Φ2, v2)) ∈ 𝑅. Φ1 = Φ2 = ∅}

(𝑘,Ψ,Θ) ⊑Φ1,Φ2
( 𝑗,Ψ′,Θ′) ≜ ( 𝑗,Ψ′,Θ′) ∈𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑙𝑑 𝑗 ∧ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑘 ∧ Φ1,Φ2 : (𝑘,Ψ,Θ) ∧ Φ1,Φ2 : ( 𝑗,Ψ′,Θ′)

∧ ∀(ℓ1, ℓ2) ∈ dom(Ψ).⌊Ψ(ℓ1, ℓ2)⌋ 𝑗 = Ψ′(ℓ1, ℓ2) ∧ ∀(ℓ1, ℓ2) ∈ dom(Θ) .(ℓ1, ℓ2) ∈ dom(Θ′)∧
(Θ(ℓ1, ℓ2) = used =⇒ Θ′(ℓ1, ℓ2) = used) ∧ (Θ(ℓ1, ℓ2) = (Φ1,Φ2) =⇒ Θ′(ℓ1, ℓ2) = (used ∨ (Φ1,Φ2)))

H1,H2 : W ≜ (∀(ℓ1, ℓ2) ↦→ 𝑅 ∈ W .Ψ. (▷W ,H1 (ℓ1),H2 (ℓ2)) ∈ 𝑅)
∧ (∀(ℓ1, ℓ2) ↦→ used ∈ W .Θ.∀𝑖 ∈ {1, 2}. H𝑖 (ℓ𝑖 ) = used)
∧ (∀(ℓ1, ℓ2) ↦→ (Φ1,Φ2) ∈ W .Θ.∀𝑖 ∈ {1, 2}. H𝑖 (ℓ𝑖 ) = unused)

VJunitK𝜌 = {(W , (∅, ()), (∅, ()))}
VJintK𝜌 = {(W , (∅, n), (∅, n)) | n ∈ Z}
VJ𝜏1 × 𝜏2K𝜌 = {(W , (∅, (v1a, v2a)), (∅, (v1b, v2b)))

| (W , (∅, v1a), (∅, v1b)) ∈ VJ𝜏1K𝜌 ∧ (W , (∅, v2a), (∅, v2b)) ∈ VJ𝜏2K𝜌 }
VJ𝜏1 + 𝜏2K𝜌 = {(W , (∅, inl v1), (∅, inl v2)) | (W , (∅, v1), (∅, v2)) ∈ VJ𝜏1K𝜌 }

∪ {(W , (∅, inr v1), (∅, inr v2)) | (W , (∅, v1), (∅, v2)) ∈ VJ𝜏2K𝜌 }
VJ𝜏1 → 𝜏2K𝜌 = {(W , (∅, _x.{e1}), (∅, _x.{e2})) | ∀v1 v2 W ′.W <∅,∅ W

′

∧ (W ′, (∅, v1), (∅, v2)) ∈ VJ𝜏1K𝜌 =⇒ (W ′, (∅, [𝑥 ↦→v1]e1), (∅, [𝑥 ↦→v2]e2)) ∈ EJ𝜏2K𝜌 }
VJref 𝜏K𝜌 = {(W , (∅, ℓ1), (∅, ℓ2)) | W .Ψ(ℓ1, ℓ2) = ⌊VJ𝜏K𝜌 ⌋W .𝑘 }
VJ∀𝛼.𝜏K𝜌 = {(W , (∅, _.e1), (∅, _.e2)) | ∀𝑅 ∈ UnrTyp, W ′.W <∅,∅ W

′ =⇒ (W ′, (∅, e1), (∅, e2)) ∈ EJ𝜏K𝜌 [𝛼 ↦→𝑅 ] }
VJ𝛼K𝜌 = 𝜌 (𝛼)
VJunitK· = {(W , (∅, ()), (∅, ()))}
VJboolK𝜌 = {(W , (∅, 0), (∅, 0))} ∪ {(W , (∅, n1), (∅, n2)) | 𝑛1 ≠ 0 ∧ 𝑛2 ≠ 0}
VJintK· = {(W , (∅, n), (∅, n)) | n ∈ Z}
VJ𝝉1 ⊸ 𝝉2K· = {(W , (∅, _ x{e1}), (∅, _ x{e2})) | ∀Φ1 v1 Φ2 v2 W

′.W <∅,∅ W
′ ∧ (W ′, (Φ1, v1), (Φ2, v2)) ∈ VJ𝝉1K·

=⇒ ((W ′.𝑘,W ′.Ψ,W ′.Θ ⊎ (ℓ1, ℓ2) ↦→ (Φ1,Φ2)),
(∅, [𝑥 ↦→guard(v1, ℓ1)]e1), (∅, [𝑥 ↦→guard(v2, ℓ2)]e2)) ∈ EJ𝝉2K·}

VJ𝝉1 � 𝝉2K· = {(W , (Φ1, _ a• .{e1}), (Φ2, _ a• .{e2})) | ∀Φ′
1
Φ′
2
f1 f2 v1 v2 W

′.W <Φ1,Φ2
W

′

∧ (W ′, (Φ′
1
, v1), (Φ′

2
, v2)) ∈ VJ𝝉1K· ∧ Φ1 ∩ Φ′

1
= Φ2 ∩ Φ′

2
= ∅

∧ f1 ∉ Φ1 ⊎ Φ′
1
⊎ flags(W ′, 1) ∧ f2 ∉ Φ2 ⊎ Φ′

2
⊎ flags(W ′, 2)

=⇒ (W ′, (Φ1 ⊎ Φ′
1
⊎ {f1}, [a• ↦→protect(v1, f1)]e1),

(Φ2 ⊎ Φ′
2
⊎ {f2}, [a• ↦→protect(v2, f2)]e2)) ∈ EJ𝝉2K·}

VJ!𝝉K· = {(W , (∅, v1), (∅, v2)) | (W , (∅, v1), (∅, v2)) ∈ VJ𝝉K·}
VJ𝝉1 ⊗ 𝝉2K· = {(W , (Φ1 ⊎ Φ′

1
, (v1a, v2a)), (Φ2 ⊎ Φ′

2
, (v

1b
, v

2b
)))

| (W , (Φ1, v1a), (Φ2, v1b)) ∈ VJ𝝉1K· ∧ (W , (Φ′
1
, v2a), (Φ′

2
, v

2b
)) ∈ VJ𝝉2K·}

VJ𝝉1&𝝉2K· = {(W , (Φ1, (__.{e1a}, __.{e2a})), (Φ2, (__.{e1b}, __.{e2b})))
| (W , (Φ1, e1a), (Φ2, e1b)) ∈ EJ𝝉1K· ∧ (W , (Φ1, e2a), (Φ2, e2b)) ∈ EJ𝝉2K·}

EJ𝜏K𝜌 = {(W , (Φ1, e1), (Φ2, e2)) | freevars(e1) = freevars(e2) = ∅ ∧
∀Φ𝑟1,Φ𝑟2,H1,H2:W , e′

1
, H′

1
, 𝑗 < W .𝑘 . Φ𝑟1#Φ1 ∧ Φ𝑟2#Φ2 ∧ Φ𝑟1 ⊎ Φ1,Φ𝑟2 ⊎ Φ2 : W∧

⟨Φ𝑟1 ⊎ flags(W , 1) ⊎ Φ1,H1, e1⟩
𝑗
d ⟨Φ′

1
,H′

1
, e′

1
⟩ ↛ =⇒ e

′
1
= fail Conv ∨ (∃Φ𝑓 1 Φ𝑔1 Φ𝑓 2 Φ𝑔2 v2H

′
2
W

′.

⟨Φ𝑟2 ⊎ flags(W , 2) ⊎ Φ2,H2, e2⟩
∗
d ⟨Φ𝑟2 ⊎ flags(W ′, 2) ⊎ Φ𝑓 2 ⊎ Φ𝑔2,H

′
2
, v2⟩ ↛

∧ Φ′
1
= Φ𝑟1 ⊎ flags(W ′, 1) ⊎ Φ𝑓 1 ⊎ Φ𝑔1∧

∧ W ⊑Φ𝑟1,Φ𝑟2
W

′ ∧ H
′
1
,H′

2
: W

′ ∧ (W ′, (Φ𝑓 1, e
′
1
), (Φ𝑓 2, v2)) ∈ VJ𝜏K𝜌 )}

guard(e, ℓ) ≜ __.{if !ℓ {fail Conv} {ℓ := used; e}}

Fig. 17 . Logical Relation for efficient MiniML and Affi.
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Theorem 5.1 (Convertibility Soundness).

If𝜏 ∼ 𝝉 then ∀ (W , (Φ1, e1), (Φ2, e2)) ∈ EJ𝜏K· =⇒ (W , (Φ1,𝐶𝜏 ↦→𝝉 (e1)), (Φ2,𝐶𝜏 ↦→𝝉 (e2))) ∈ EJ𝝉K·
∀ (W , (Φ1, e1), (Φ2, e2)) ∈ EJ𝝉K· =⇒ (W , (Φ1,𝐶𝝉 ↦→𝜏 (e1)), (Φ2,𝐶𝝉 ↦→𝜏 (e2))) ∈ EJ𝜏K·

Theorem 5.2 (Fundamental Property). Same statement as Theorem 4.2.

Theorem 5.3 (Type Safety for MiniML). Same statement as Theorem 4.3.

Theorem 5.4 (Type Safety for Affi). Same statement as Theorem 4.4.

Note that to prove Theorems 5.3 and 5.4, we require a lemma which states that, if ⟨H, e⟩ ∗→
⟨H′, e′⟩ ↛, then for any Φ, ⟨Φ,H, e⟩ ∗

d ⟨Φ′
1
,H′

1
, e′

1
⟩ ↛. This lemma is necessary because the

given assumption of the type safety theorem is that the configuration ⟨H, e⟩ steps under the
normal operational semantics, but to apply the expression relation, we need that a corresponding

configuration steps to an irreducible configuration under the phantom operational semantics.

6 RELATEDWORK

Much of the research on interoperability has focused on tools to either reduce the amount of

boilerplate or improve the performance of the resulting code. With some exceptions, we will not

discuss those here, focusing instead on work that addresses reasoning and soundness.

Multi-language semantics. Matthews and Findler [43] studied the question of language interoper-

ability from a source perspective, developing the idea of a syntactic multi-language with boundary

terms (c.f., contracts [20, 21]) that mediate between the two languages. They consider interactions

between a statically typed and a dynamically typed language, but similar techniques have been

applied to a variety of languages (e.g., object-oriented [27, 28], affine and unrestricted [63], simple

and dependently typed [52], functional language and assembly [53], linear and unrestricted [57])

and used to prove compiler properties (e.g., correctness [54], full abstraction [2, 48]). More recently,

there has been an effort to generalize the multi-language construction and apply techniques from

denotational [17] and categorical [16] semantics.

Barrett et al. [7] take a slightly different path, directly mixing languages, in their case PHP and

Python, and allowing bindings from one to be used in the other. As discussed earlier, our approach

differs since it is focused on what target code that realizes boundaries has to do, rather than on a

source-level (perhaps idealized) version of that interaction.

Interoperability via typed targets. Shao and Trifonov [58, 64] studied interoperability much earlier,

and much closer to our context: they explicitly consider interoperability mediated by translation to

a common target. Like us, they expect type-safe source languages. They tackle the problem that

one language has access to control effects and the other does not. Their approach, however, is

quite different: it relies upon a target language with an effect-based type system that is sufficient to

capture the safety invariants and support interoperation between code compiled from both source

languages. This fits our framework, but our work is broader in that our approach accounts for both

richly typed intermediate languages and untyped (or poorly typed) intermediate languages that

may use runtime checks to enforce invariants. While typed intermediate languages obviously offer

real benefits, there are also unaddressed problems, foremost of which is designing a usable type

system that is sufficiently general to allow (efficient) compilation from all the languages you want

to support.

Proving particular FFIs sound. There has been significant work on how to augment existing unsafe

FFIs in order to make them safe, primarily by adding type systems, inference, static analysis, etc.

For example, Furr and Foster [24] study interactions between OCaml and C via the C FFI, and

specifically, how to ensure safety by doing type inference on the C code as it operates over a
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structural representation of OCaml types. There is some faint similarity to our work, if you assume

the type systems could be made sound and take the two interacting languages to not be OCaml

and C but rather those languages augmented with the richer types and inference systems.

Along the same lines, Tan et al. [62] study safe interoperability between Java and C via the JNI.

They do this by first ensuring safety for C via CCured [46], and then extending that with static

and dynamic checks to ensure that the invariants of Java pointers and APIs can not be violated

in C. This is a bit more explicitly a case of two now more-or-less typesafe languages interacting.

Hirzel and Grimm [30] also build a system for safe interoperability between Java and C, though

their system, Jeanie, relies on a novel syntax that embeds both languages and is responsible for

analyzing both together before compiling to Java and C with appropriate JNI usage. There has been

plenty of other research studying how to make the JNI safer by analyzing C for various properties

(e.g., looking for exception behavior in [41]).

Rich FFIs. There has been lots of work exploring how to make existing FFIs safer, usually by

extending the annotations that are written down so that there is less hand-written (and thus error-

prone) code to write. Some of this was done in the context of the Haskell FFI, including work by

Chakravarty [18], Finne et al. [22], Jones et al. [34]. While they were certainly intending to preserve

type invariants from Haskell, or wanted to express type invariants via different mechanisms, and

obviously were concerned about soundness, it’s not clear from these papers whether any formal

soundness properties were proved. Similar work has also been done in other languages, for example,

for Standard ML Blume [15] embedded C types into ML such that ML programs could safely operate

over low-level C representations. This approach fits well with our semantic framework (though,

given weak types in C would be unsound), as they have ML types that have the same interpretation

as corresponding C types (to minimize copying/conversions), realized by minimal wrapper code.

Another approach to having rich FFIs is to co-design both languages, as has been done in the

muchmore recent verification project Everest [14], where a low-level C-like language Low* has been

designed [55] to interoperate with an embedding of a subset of assembly suitable for cryptography

[23]. By embedding both languages into the verification framework F*, they are able to prove rich

properties about the interactions between the two languages.

An abstract framework for unsafe FFIs. Turcotte et al. [65] advocate a framework where an abstract

version of the foreign language is incorporated, so soundness can be proved without building a

full multi-language. They demonstrate this by proving a modified type safety proof of Lua and

C interacting via the C FFI, modeling the C as code that can do arbitrary unsound behavior and

thus blaming all unsound behavior on C. While this approach seems promising in the context

of unsound languages whose behavior can be collapsed, it is less clear how it applies to sound

languages interacting.

Modeling FFIs via State Machines. Lee et al. [39] specify the type (and other) constraints that exist

in both the JNI and Python/C FFI via state machines and use that to generate runtime checks to

enforce these at runtime. While this is practical work and so they do not prove properties about

their system, Jinn, there are many similarities between their approach and ours. In particular, the

idea that invariants that cannot be expressed via the languages themselves and should instead be

checked via inserted code. We would expect that if their approach were applied to safe languages,

we would be able to prove that the code that they inserted satisfied semantic interpretations of the

respective types.

Semantic Models and Realizability Models The use of semantic models to prove type soundness

has a long history [44]. We make use of step-indexed models [5, 6], developed as part of the

Foundational Proof-Carrying Code [1] project, which showed how to scale the semantic approach

to complex features found in real languages such as recursive types and higher-order mutable
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state. While much of the recent work that uses step-indexed models is concerned with program

equivalence, one recent project that focuses on type soundness is RustBelt [35]: they give a semantic

model of _𝑅𝑢𝑠𝑡 types and use it to prove the soundness of _𝑅𝑢𝑠𝑡 typing rules, but also to prove that

the _𝑅𝑢𝑠𝑡 implementation of standard library features (essentially unsafe code) are semantically

sound inhabitants of their ascribed type specification.

Unlike the above, our realizability model interprets source types as sets of target terms. Our

work takes inspiration from a line of work by Benton and collaborators on “low-level semantics

for high-level types” (dubbed “realistic realizability”) [9]. Such models were used to prove type

soundness of standalone languages, specifically, Benton and Zarfaty [13] proved an imperative

while language sound and Benton and Tabareau [12] proved type soundness for a simply typed

functional language, both times interpreting source types as relations on terms of an idealized

assembly and allowing for compiled code to be linked with a verified memory allocation module

implemented in assembly [9]. Krishnaswami et al. [38] make use of a realizability model to prove

consistency of LNL𝐷 a core type theory that integrates linearity and full type dependency. The

linear parts of their model, like our interpretation of L
3
types, are directly inspired by the semantic

model for L
3
by Ahmed et al. [4]. Such realizability models have also been used by Jensen et al.

[33] to verify low-level code using a high-level separation logic, and by Benton and Hur [10] to

verify compiler correctness.

Finally, New et al. [47, 49, 50] make use of realizability models in their work on semantic

foundations of gradual typing, work that we have drawn inspiration from, given gradual typing

may be thought of as a special instance of language interoperability. They compile type casts in

a surface gradual language to a target Call-By-Push-Value [40] language without casts, build a

realizability model of gradual types and type precision as relations on target terms, and prove

properties about the gradual surface language using the model.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK

We have presented a novel framework for the design and verification of sound language interoper-

ability where that interoperability happens, as in practical systems, after compilation. We have

shown how to define a source-level convertibility relation, 𝜏𝐴 ∼ 𝜏𝐵 , that describes what types in a

language 𝐴 are convertible with types in a language 𝐵, and how to prove that the corresponding

target-level glue code soundly implements those conversions. We prove soundness by defining

realizability models that give interpretations of source types as sets of (or relations on) target terms,

compatible with the implementation choices of the compilers. These models give us powerful

reasoning tools, including the ability to encode static invariants that are otherwise impossible

to encode in often untyped or low-level target languages. Even when it is possible to turn static

source-level invariants into dynamic target-level checks, the ability to instead move these invariants

into the model allows for more performant (and perhaps, realistic) compilers without losing the

ability to prove soundness.

We have demonstrated the flexibility of this framework through a series of case studies, but

we hope that the framework can enable further exploration of the interoperability design space.

There are interesting unanswered questions about interactions between lazy and strict languages

(compilation to Call-By-Push-Value [40] may illuminate conversions), between single-threaded and

concurrent languages (session types [31, 32, 61] may help guide interoperability with process calculi

like the 𝜋-calculus [45]), about control effects, not to mention further explorations of polymorphism

as described at the end of §3. In addition to language features, there is work to be done to better

understand how the framework tolerates extensions over time, whether through adding source

languages or changing those already proved sound. While the semantic model does allow more

flexibility than a syntactic multi-language, since new source languages that do not require changes
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to the world structure will not require changes to existing proofs, there are open questions about

migration of the proofs in cases where additional static reasoning is necessary.

In future work, we would like to challenge the framework by applying it to a larger and more

realistic case study. There are many possibilities of target language choices — from common

bytecodes like JVM and .NET CIL, to compiler IRs like LLVM — and each would come with different

appropriate source languages. Our immediate plan is to apply our framework to WebAssembly and

Interface Types [26] to establish the soundness of conversions between the source language types

that the Interface Types proposal supports (via composed lift and lower functions). We think it

will also be a good demonstration of the realizability model, as the underlying lazy representation

of conversions, and the corresponding performance guarantees that it comes with, are a critical

element of the proposal.
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